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AN ANALYSIS OF BRAND NAMING PRACTICES IMPLEMENTED BY ORIENTIID 
STRANDBOARD/WAFERBOARD MANUFACTURERS 

by 

Kevin E. Seward 

(ABSTRACT) 

North American oriented strandboard/waferboard producers were 

surveyed to assess the corporate rationale and product policy decisions 

employed in formulating branding strategies. The effectiveness of their 

branding policies was examined from a retail perspective by surveying 

1,350 building material suppliers operating in each of the 50 states. 

This investigation also provides a detailed analysis of retailer and 

manufacturer perceptions concerning target market emphasis and the 

impact product/distributor attributes have on the oriented 

strandboard/waferboard purchasing decision. 

A majority of the oriented strandboard/waferboard producers have 

introduced a unique branding strategy. While the rationale behind this 

strategy varied considerably, over half of the respondents asserted that 

the brand served to differentiate their product from that of 

competitors. 

Price was perceived by producers and retailers to be the most 

important attribute from a marketing standpoint. Analysis of market 

segmentation strategies revealed that roofdeck sheathing applications 

commanded the highest degree of importance among both manufacturers and 

retailers. Retailers' perceptions of ideal product attributes centered 

on maximizing strength/stiffness, while areas of retailer 



dissatisfaction focused on the lack of promotional support and 

dimensional instability. 

A number of retailers contended that branding assisted in promoting 

the sale of their products and also improved the consistency of panel 

quality. However, both retailers and producers suggested that the 

variety of different brand names confused the conswner as to the 

products appropriate end use. Only 35% of the retailers surveyed 

asserted that branding encouraged buyer preference. 
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PREFACE 

The thesis is organized into three separate manuscripts, each 

designed to emphasize a different aspect of the research effort. While 

each article, formatted for publication purposes, is intended to be 

unique (inclusive), a certain amount of duplication was unavoidable due 

to the need to reference data derived from both manufacturer and retail 

research instruments. Therefore, the organizational style may prove to 

be somewhat redundant, and the author hopes this causes no 

inconvenience. 
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EXECUTIVE SmMARY 

A research investigation was undertaken to assess the corporate 

rationale and product positioning/$egmentation strategies used by 

OSB/waferboard manufacturers in formulating their branding policies. 

The effectiveness of producers' branding efforts was examined at the 

retail level by surveying 1,350 U.S. building material suppliers. This 

aspect of the study also incorporated a detailed analysis of retailers' 

perceptions regarding the importance assigned to structural panel 

attributes and target market segments. 

Nineteen North American wood products concerns were identified as 

producers of OSB/waferboard panel products. These manufacturers 

contributed to a combined 1985 productive capacity of 5,440 million ft 2 · 

Usable data were retrieved from each of the manufacturers using a 

telephone/mail survey combination. Approximately 95% of these 

reconstituted structural panel producers introduced a branding strategy. 

The rationale behind introducing a brand name varied considerably, with 

58% of the respondents contending that the brand served to differentiate 

their product from competing lines. 

Analysis of manufacturers' market segmentation strategies revealed 

that from a promotional standpoint, the retailer was perceived as being 

the most important market segment. A majority of the producers cited 

that their product positioning strategies were targeted toward specific 

panel applications. Further analysis suggested that the roofdeck 

sheathing end use commanded the highest degree of importance among 

manufacturers. 

-- 1 --
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Usable mail surveys were received from 386 retail building material 

suppliers. Approximately 79% of the responding retailers that stocked a 

structural panel product line sold OSB/waferboard. Market penetration 

rates for reconstituted structural panel products appeared to be highest 

in the North Central region, both in terms of stocking frequency and 

retailer sales volume. 

Analysis of strategic target market segments revealed that roofdeck 

sheathing (end use) and the residential contractor (end user) commanded 

the highest degree of importance among retailers. Retailers' 

perceptions regarding ideal structural panel attributes centered on 

maximizing strength/stiffness, reducing the price, and improving surface 

uniformity. 

While the effectiveness of manufacturers' branding practices at the 

retail level can be questioned, a few potential benefits of this policy 

were uncovered. Forty-four percent of the responding retailers agreed 

that branding assisted in promoting the sales of structural panel 

products. Almost half of the retailers also suggested that panel 

quality was more consistent when a brand name was associated with the 

product. 

However, there are a number of factors that limit the effectiveness 

of producers' branding policies. Both building supply retailers and 

manufacturers asserted that the variety of different OSB/waferboard 

brand names confused the consumer as to the appropriate end use of the 

product. Less than one-third of the producers agreed that an individual 

branding strategy assisted their firm in controlling a more stable 

consumer base. Only 35% of the retailers surveyed contended that 
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branding increased buyer preference, while less than one-third agreed 

that the respective brands their firm stocked actually attracted a loyal 

customer base. Also, a majority of the manufacturers and retailers 

asserted that the end users' purchase decision was primarily a function 

of price. 



LITERATURE REVIEW 

The Brand NBJ1ing Concept 

Branding is the procedure a firm follows in developing, researching, 

and implementing its brand(s). A brand name identifies the products and 

services of a seller and serves to differentiate them from those of 

their competitors (Evans et. al. 1982). A brand should infer something 

about a product's worth, facilitating trade and promoting efficiency in 

the market. R. J. Markin (1979) contends that the essence of a brand 

strategy is to produce and market a brand so that it subsequently ends 

up in the consumer's awareness set, eventually being categorized in 

their evoked set as detailed below: 

A Coaceptualizatioa of Coasuaer Prefereace for Braads 

I. Brand Awareness Set (..t' of buyers aware of the brand) 

A. Evoked Set (buyer has positive image of specified brand) 

1. Brand Insistence (buyer searches extensively for brand, 
reluctant to accept a substitute) 

2. Brand Preference (buyer favors specific brand but will accept 
substitute; may purchase out of habit} 

3. Brand Recognition (buyer remembers having seen or heard of 
brand; not just brand awareness but a 
favorable disposition toward brand) 

B. Inert Set (buyer exhibits neither a positive or negative 
evaluation of brand} 

C. Inept Set (buyer rejects brand from purchase decision) 

II. Brand Comprehension (a measure of the buyer's understanding of the 
difference between brands) 

-- 4 -
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A critical variable in the purchasing situation is brand awareness 

which is defined as the percentage of consumers aware of a brand (Wind 

1982). Brand awareness provides one strong measure of the effectiveness 

of an advertising or promotional campaign. Tied to brand awareness, 

brand comprehension denotes a buyer's knowledge of the existence of 

various brands and the specific attributes associated with each. 

Saunders et al. (1979) suggested that buyers collapse a number of 

dimensions into one aggregate dimension on which brands are compared, 

resulting in a predisposition towards a brand by eliminating lower 

ranked considerations. When the positively ranked dimensions are 

consistently reinforced by a specific product, brand commitment results. 

Brand conunitment is an attitudinal construct resulting in a pledging or 

binding of an individual to his/her brand choice. 

The importance of brand naming was documented by Y. J. Wind (1982). 

He stressed that the branding decision is a key variable in new product 

planning, and is directly tied to the desired product positioning (a 

brand's objective attributes in relation to other brands) and overall 

market potential for a given product. For example, in 1979, there were 

300,000 brand names in circulation in the United States, with the top 

100 advertisers spending in excess of $12 billion for nation-wide 

product advertisements to promote their brands (Evans 1982). 

Requirements That Favor Implementing a Branding Strategy 

Effective use of consumer and industrial branding techniques depends 

upon a number of factors including the extent to which the product is 

distinctive (differentiation in product features, benefits or selective 

appeals) when compared to competing brands (Rewoldt et al. 1981). A key 
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condition for profitable product branding is that the demand for the 

product class be substantial enough to support a marketing program and 

stable enough to ensure that the selling price will provide a profit 

margin that satisfies the additional costs of promotion (McCarthy 1978). 

Other considerations influencing brand naming opportunities are the 

presence of hidden product qualities, ability to use strong emotional 

motives, access to efficient distribution channels, and the ability to 

mark the product in a conspicuous manner and produce the goods on a mass 

production basis (Schwartz 1977). 

Branding Rationale 

A review of secondary information provided considerable insight into 

the brand naming of consumer goods, but little published work is 

available concerning branding techniques at the industrial level. 

Numerous companies manufacture products that are intrinsically identical 

to those goods produced by competitors and an increasing nwnber of these 

firms are attempting to use individual product branding techniques at 

the consumer level (Saunders et al. 1979). Keon (1984) contended that, 

for many product classes, physical differences between brands are 

minimal, usually well below the threshold of many consumers to 

discriminate among them utilizing purely physical dimensions. This 

resulted in brands for many of the product classes being distinguished 

or positioned more on perceived psychological dimensions than on 

physical ones. Recently, managers have relied heavily on brand 

promotional campaigns to create this desired perception (Keon 1984). 

D. W. Cranins et al. (1980) asserted that a strong brand image would 

assist manufacturers in drawing their products through the channels of 
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distribution by establishing preference's among industrial consumers. 

Lazer and Culley (1983) contended that distributors sold branded 

products due to better market acceptance, assurance of quality levels, 

higher profit margins, and the benefits associated with the 

manufacturer's marketing efforts. If a favorable brand image is 

consistently maintained, the establishment of a powerful bargaining 

position with retail buyers and distributors can result, especially when 

it is difficult for buyers to evaluate the product because of its 

complexity (Cranins et al. 1980). Potlatch contends in its 1984 annual 

report that Oxboard established itself with builders as a cost 

competitive high performance structural panel. If these relevant 

attributes are indeed tied to the Oxboard brand, then Potlatch may be in 

the position to capitalize on the benefits associated with a favorable 

brand image. 

Rewoldt, Scott, and Warshaw (1981) asserted that by associating the 

distinctive product features with a brand name, a strong sharp brand 

image could be created in a consumer's mind, protecting the unique 

product qualities that differentiate their product from those of their 

competitors. This aids manufacturers in segmenting the market, enabling 

them to create a distinctive image in order to carve out a market niche 

to provide a foundation for price differentiation (Lazer and Culley 

1983). Evans and Berman (1982) contended that price comparisons are 

reduced as customers perceive brand distinctiveness. Louisiana-Pacific 

recognized these differentials, indicating in their 1984 annual report 

that selling their Waferwood brand strictly as a conunodity building 

material would limit potential profit margins, so the corporation 
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differentiated its product offering by increasing stress ratings by 

wafer orientation and developed new engineered products. 

Consumers have learned to rely on reputable brand name products and 

will consistently pass up lower priced, off brand products for higher 

priced brand name goods (Nickels 1984). The brand name serves as a 

symbol of quality for buyers and assures them that the value of the 

products and services they purchase are consistent. Roselus (1971) 

concluded that major brand image evoked a favorable response and was 

ranked high as a risk reliever. McCarthy (1978) asserted that branding 

promoted repeat purchasing, which can substantially reduce advertising 

expenses if consumers can be persuaded to base their purchases on the 

brand name alone. If repeat purchasing can be promoted, consumer 

vulnerability to competitor promotional activity can be reduced. 

Branding gives manufacturers an opportunity to attract and retain a set 

of consumers whose repeat purchases give the firm more sales stability 

and long run profit. Hill et al. (1975) contended that branding 

facilitates entry into new markets by bolstering the corporate image and 

strengthening a corporation's reputation. 

Branding Limitations 

Substantial amounts of promotional resources are required to build a 

brand image. Rewoldt, Scott and Warshaw (1981) asserted that a new 

product that is not distinctive and has no superior qualities over 

competing brands, will offer only a mediocre opportunity for an 

individual brand name. Jones (1964) also indicated product 

differentiation was favorable when promoting individual brands, 

asserting that name branding is most effective when the product the 
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brand represents possess actual qualities that distinguish it from 

competing goods. Markin (1979) contended that if consumers do not 

perceive or appreciate any actual performance benefits, then no amount 

of ingenious promotion will save the brand. It is critical that a new 

product be individualized in ways that are perceived as important by the 

consumer (Parasuraman 1983). 

Saunders and Watt (1979) conducted a study focusing on the effects 

of brand name differentiations of identical industrial products and 

found a high degree of consumer confusion existed because products 

exhibiting similar characteristics were sold under a variety of brand 

names. Saunders and Watt (1979) supported the classical product life 

cycle theory and suggested that new product lines be advertised 

generically in their introductory stage, enabling consumers to gain a 

conceptual understanding of the real benefits offered by the product. 

Parasuraman (1983) examined the popularity of generic brands and 

reported that an expanding segment of buyers are quite conscious of the 

product value they are receiving for their money when purchasing 

unbranded goods. Saunders and Watt (1979) indicated that promotion of 

the company image would be more profitable than introducing a large 

number of brand names, where little product differentiation exists. 

Hill et al. (1975) stressed the importance of the corporate image and 

insisted that a corporation's reputation as a reliable supplier of 

quality products reduces the need to develop and promote individual 

brand images. 
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The Product: Oriented Strandboard vs. Waferboard 

This study is concerned primarily with branding practices and their 

effect on the marketing of waferboard and oriented strandboard. These 

two distinct structural panel products are frequently combined into one 

product class when being discussed in the literature. It is necessary 

for the purpose of this study to identify the specific product 

attributes that distinguish these two products from one another. 

Waferboard: 

Waferboard, defined by the American Plywood Association as a "panel 

of compressed wafer-like particles or flakes randomly or directionally 

oriented", was developed by Dr. James Clark in 1957. Although 

commercially available for over 20 years, only recently has waferboard 

become a significant factor in the structural panel market with only 

three mills operating in North America prior to 1979 (Pennington 1984). 

The initial intention behind commercially developing waferboard was that 

it enabled producers to capitalize on the abundant resources of low 

grade aspen (Populus spp.) while simultaneously reducing manufacturing 

costs over conventional plywood. In 1982, the market sectors for 

waferboard were essentially those that were satisfied by sheathing grade 

plywood (Woodbridge et. al. 1982). Waferboard continues to penetrate 

the plywood sheathing markets, selling at a discount to plywood. 

Oriented Strandboard: 

Oriented strandboard was patented (U.S.) in 1965 by Armin 

Elemendorf, but the process did not gain acceptance in the 60's and 70's 

because of a minimal cost advantage over plywood and technical 
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difficulties, especially in strand orientation (Pennington 1984). The 

American Plywood Association defined oriented strandboard as a "panel of 

compressed strand-like particles arranged in layers (usually three to 

five) oriented at right angles to one another." Oriented strandboard's 

structural limitations closely parallel those of plywood, possessing a 

modulus of elasticity and modulus of rupture exceeding those of 

waferboard (Anon 1983). The oriented strand/waferized panels 

subsequently carries a greater span rating index than the nonoriented 

panel. Currently, buyers are discriminating between span rated and 

nonspan rated waferized panels, with the oriented panels (greater span 

ratings) selling at a premium to standard waferboard (Anon 1984). But, 

oriented strandboard's long term dominance in the market will depend to 

a large extent upon the price differential between OSB and waferboard 

(Fuller 1984). 

North American Reconstituted Structural Panel Industry 

OSB/waferboard output was projected to account for 14% of the U.S. 

structural panel production capacity by the end of 1985 (Fuller 1985). 

Indicative of the recent corporate interest in OSB/waferboard are the 

significant capital investments in new production facilities. 

Louisiana-Pacific leads the way for capital investments in this product 

category. Ten manufacturing facilities were scheduled to be in 

operation by the end of 1985, resulting in 1,150 million sq. ft. of 

production capacity. Louisiana-Pacific indicated in their 1984 annual 

report that the construction of "Waferwood" facilities represented the 

largest share of the corporation's capital investments over the past 

several years. Other major U.S. wood products firms (Georgia Pacific, 
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Weyerhaeuser, Potlatch, Temple Inland, etc.) are also investing heavily 

in this product area. 

The shift toward OSB/waferboard structural panel production is even 

more pronounced in Canada where 1984 output exceeded 1,345 million sq. 

ft. (3/8 inch basis), a gain of 37.8% over 1983 levels, while softwood 

plywood production declined 10.5% to 2,086 million sq. ft. (Anon 1985). 

Fuller (1985) indicated that the net growth in the structural panel 

market plus an increasing proportion of plywood's market share will be 

captured by OSB/waferboard panels. The projected market share for 

OSB/waferboard panels was estimated to be 51.2% by the year 2000, with 

the largest market penetration occurring in the Northeast and North 

Central regions (Fuller 1984). OSB/waferboard panels are projected to 

capture 74% of the total structural panel demand by the year 2000 in 

these census regions. The South is projected to consume the largest 

volumes of OSB/waferboard panels, even though the market share is 

estimated at just 47% for this period (Fuller 1984). 

SUDDDary 

A review of secondary infonnation provided considerable insight into 

branding strategies and techniques at the consumer level. In contrast, 

a limited amount of published work was available concerning branding 

practices of industrial products and no useful information was available 

in the public domain pertaining specifically to the name branding of 

structural panel products. 

A number of research studies have been conducted analyzing the North 

American reconstituted structural panel industry. These studies covered 

a variety of topics, including an evaluation of recent developments in 
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the structural panel industry, forecasts of the structural panel 

demand/supply situation, forecasts of panel prices, estimated profit 

margins and an analysis of regional capital and production costs. 

However, no published work was uncovered pertaining specifically to 

OSB/waferboard manufacturers' product policy decisions, branding 

strategies, and brand naming effectiveness within the structural panel 

market. 
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OBJECTIVES 

A principal objective of this research effort is to examine the 

impact OSB/waferboard branding strategies have had on the structural 

panel market. This research study also examines the effectiveness of 

the manufacturers' strategic marketing efforts as perceived by buyers 

for retail building suppliers. Specifically these objectives include: 

1. Developing a conceptual understanding of product policy decisions 
utilized in formulating brand naming strategies by OSB/waferboard 
manufacturers. 

2. Determining the most important relevant structural panel 
attributes, as perceived by retail building supply buyers. 

3. Assessing the degree of OSB/waferboard brand awareness and the 
subsequent level of brand comprehension as perceived by buyers 
for retail building supply firms. 

4. Determining the dimensions which buyers for retail building 
supply firms use to differentiate OSB/waferboard brands. 



BRANDING, SEGMENTATION, AND POSITIONING STRATEGIES IN 
THE RECONSTITUTED STRUCTURAL PANEL MARKET 

Abstract 

The North American OSB/waferboard industry was surveyed in order to 

assess corporate marketing strategies in the reconstituted structural 

panel market. Ninety-five percent of the reconstituted structural panel 

producers have introduced a branding strategy. While the rationale 

behind this strategy varied considerably between producers, 58% of the 

respondents stressed that the brand served to differentiate their 

product from competing lines. However, 68% of the respondents believe 

that the end users' purchasing decision was primarily a function of 

price. Price was also perceived to be the most important attribute in 

terms of marketing the product line. Analysis of segmentation 

strategies, by end use and end user, revealed that roofdeck sheathing 

was the most important end use from a sales standpoint, while the 

residential contractor was a principal target of manufacturers' 

promotional campaigns. Fifty-three percent of the respondents cited 

their product positioning was targeted toward specific panel 

applications. 

- 17 -
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Introduction 

The structural panel industry, characterized primarily by large 

scale producers of commodity products, has traditionally relied on a 

production oriented marketing approach. Analysts have attributed this 

to the low degree of product differentiation and the auction-like manner 

in which prices are set. The primary focus of marketing for many forest 

products concerns has been the generation of volume sales and the 

pursuit of cost effectiveness in product distribution (Rich 1979). 

However, with the rapid emergence of two reconstituted structural panel 

products, waferboard and oriented strandboard (OSB), the production 

oriented marketing philosophy of the industry appears to be changing. A 

majority of the North American OSB/waferboard manufacturers have adopted 

a brand naming strategy for their reconstituted structural panel line, 

deviating from their softwood plywood marketing policies, which 

generally incorporated little or no emphasis on branding. 

Waferboard and OSB, competitive substitutes for plywood in a 

variety of applications, are rapidly penetrating the structural panel 

markets. In 1985, OSB/waferboard contributed 13.1% of the 25.8 billion 

ft2 in U.S. structural panel production capacity (Anon. 1986). One 

analyst indicated that future growth in the structural panel market plus 

an increasing proportion of plywood's market share will be captured by 

OSB/waferboard products, with market share projections for reconstituted 

structural panels exceeding 51% by the year 2000 (Fuller 1984). 

A review of secondary information provided considerable insight 

into branding strategies and concepts on a consumer good level (Kraft 

et. al. 1973, Traylor 1981, Keon 1983, Fry 1967). In contrast, a 
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limited amount of published literature has been compiled, regarding the 

branding of industrial products (Saunders and Watt 1979), which are 

generally confined to less conventional promotional avenues, 

characterized by narrower exposure and smaller advertising budgets than 

consumer goods. Information concerning the implementation and 

effectiveness of brand naming strategies at the wholesale or industrial 

level by primary wood products firms was largely unavailable (Anon 1965, 

Kelleher 1985), and no published work was located pertaining 

specifically to OSB/waferboard. 

This paper will focus on assessing the rationale and product policy 

decisions OSB/waferboard manufacturers employed in formulating their 

current branding, market segmentation and product positioning 

strategies. 
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Methodology 

Sample Framework 

The Nineteen North American wood product concerns listed below were 

identified as producers of OSB/waferboard products during 1985. 

Manufacturers with production 
facilities in the U.S. 

Louisiana-Pacific 
Georgia-Pacific 
Potlatch 
Weyerhaeuser 
Blandin Wood Products 
Northwood Pulp & Timber 
Martin Lumber Company 
J.M. Huber 
Temple-Eastex 
Oregon Strandboard 

Data Collection Procedures: 

Manufacturers with production 
facilities in Canada 

MacMillan Bloedel Ltd. 
Weldwood (U.S. Plywood) 
Pelican Spruce Mills Ltd. 
Waferboard Corporation 
Grant Waferboard 
Great Lakes Forest Products 
Normick Perron Inc. 
Mallette Waferboard 
Forex-Leroy Inc. 

All 19 North American OSB/waferboard manufacturers were contacted 

using a telephone interview/mail survey combination. The mail survey 

portion of the research instrument, distributed upon completion of the 

telephone questionaire, was designed to secure information from more 

thought provoking questions. 

Each of the 19 North American OSB/waferboard producers participated 

in both the telephone and mail surveys. Assuming that all manufacturers 

were identified for inclusion in the study, the proceeding results 

represent the entire productive capacity of the North American 

OSB/waferboard industry in 1985. However, it should be noted that a 

number of manufacturers are in the process of entering this market (ie. 

International Paper, Langdale Company). 
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Respondents 

The respondents had a combined 1985 OSB/waferboard productive 

capacity of 5,440 million ft 2 (3/8" basis). Productive capacity by firm 

ranged from 1.18 billion ft2 to 22 million ft2. U.S. facilities 

accounted for roughly 67% of the 1985 North American capacity. 

It is important to note that the top 3 U.S. manufacturers produced 

56% of the total U.S. output, and contributed to 44% of the total North 

American production capacity. This skewed distribution in firm size 

must be considered when evaluating panel producers' market strategies. 

Considerable effort was made to identify the individual responsible 

for formulating and implementing market strategies for each firm's 

OSB/waferboard product line. During the initial telephone conversation, 

respondents were asked to define their current position or title, which 

in effect served as a screening mechanism. All respondents indicated 

they held upper level marketing/management positions and were active 

participants in the decision making process concerning their firm's 

OSB/waferboard product line. For example, 84% of the respondents were 

directly involved in formulating both pricing and target market 

strategies, while 68% of the respondents indicated they were directly 

involved with product development. Seventy-eight percent of the survey 

participants also indicated that their marketing/management 

responsibilities included formulating product positioning, advertising, 

and distribution strategies for their firm's reconstituted structural 

panel line. 
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Implementation of Branding Strategies 

Brand names were being used to promote OSB/waferboard product lines 

by all but one manufacturer (Table 1). This clearly diverges from the 

promotion of generic plywood that had typified the structural panel 

industry. 

Producers were questioned concerning the use of marketing research 

prior to introducing their product line. Only one firm, which 

controlled 22% of the North American productive capacity in 1985, 

indicated that no initial research was conducted prior to introducing 

their product. Thirty-seven percent of the manufacturers, representing a 

combined 1985 productive capacity of 1.669 billion ft2, indicated their 

firm conducted both in-house marketing research and employed a private 

consulting agency. Thirty-two percent of the respondents, representing 

firms with a combined production capacity of 1.258 billion ft2, 

conducted only in-house research, while 26% of the producers relied only 

on a consulting agency. 

Branding Rationale 

One of the primary goals of this research effort was to develop a 

conceptual understanding of the rationale behind the implementation of 

brand naming strategies by OSB/waferboard producers. To satisfy this 

objective, respondents were asked to explain why they introduced a 

separate brand name for their reconstituted structural panel line. The 

rationale for choosing to/not to introduce a branding strategy varied 

considerably between manufacturers, and has been categorized into 5 

primary areas. 
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The first and most frequently reported rationale (58% of the 

producers), was that the brand name served to differentiate their 

product line from that of their competitors. Manufacturers' attitudes 

concerning product differentiation were examined by ascertaining the 

level of agreement or disagreement they attached to a series of 

statements pertaining to their product line, as illustrated in Table 2. 

Forty-seven percent of the respondents agreed with a statement that 

retailers could not differentiate (on the basis of quality) between 

their OSB/waferboard brand and that of their primary competitors. This 

response was surprising, since the effective use of branding techniques 

generally depends on a number of factors, including the extent to which 

the product is distinctive when compared to competing product lines 

(Rewoldt et. al. 1977). 

The second area, product identification, was perceived by 26% of 

the respondents as being of prime importance in the development of their 

branding strategy. These manufacturers contended that the brand name 

served as an identification tool, increasing consumer awareness while 

enabling the consumer to relate specific product attributes and various 

product lines to the respective manufacturer. Sixty-eight percent of 

the respondents agreed that their branding strategy provided a higher 

degree of protection from competitors than by selling their product line 

generically. 

Another factor, cited by 26% of the manufacturers as a basis for 

implementing a branding strategy, was their claim of being the first 

oriented strandboard or waferboard producer on the market (or in a 

regional market). These manufacturers considered reconstituted 
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structural panel products a specialty line, and wanted to stress that by 

introducing an individual brand name. Tied to this concept, one firm 

recently entering the market indicated they chose to introduce an 

individual branding strategy because other producers had set a branding 

precedent. 

A fourth rationale, interest in capitalizing on a stable consumer 

base by creating demand for the firm's respective brand, was also 

mentioned as a basis for introducing a separate brand name. 

Manufacturers asserted that by developing a positive brand image for 

their reconstituted panel products a resulting loyal consumer base (i.e. 

professional contractors) could be cultivated. Cranins et. al. (1980) 

supported this rationale, indicating that if a favorable brand image is 

consistently maintained, the establishment of a powerful bargaining 

position with retail buyers can result, especially when it is difficult 

for buyers to evaluate the product because of its complexity. However, 

only 37% of the respondents agreed with the statement that their firm 

can control a more stable consumer base by employing an individual brand 

naming strategy for their OSB/waferboard line. 

Finally, two respondents, implied that a brand name did not have 

any impact on the purchasing decision especially when the panel was not 

oriented. One marketing executive stressed that OSB/waferboard panels 

are conunodity products and that the purchasing decision is dictated by 

product availability and price. This statement was confirmed when 

manufacturers' attitudes were examined, revealing that 68% of the 

respondents felt that the end users' purchasing decision involving 

OSB/waferboard is primarily a function of price. 
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Perceived Benefits Associated with Branding 

Thirty-seven percent of the respondents indicated that one benefit 

afforded by a branding strategy was the ability to differentiate their 

product line from their competitors. Thirty-two percent of the 

respondents asserted that brand naming their panel line assisted 1n 

promoting product recognition in target markets at both the distributor 

and consumer level. Respondents also identified a list of other 

benefits associated with introducing a brand naming strategy. These 

included: the promotion of repeat purchasing/brand loyalty, assisting 

the firm in evaluating its position on the market, reducing consumer 

confusion with competitors' product lines, enhancing the firms' ability 

to market a franchise for the product, and enabling the firm to conunand 

a higher market price. Evans and Berman (1982) also identified a number 

of these benefits and contended that price comparisons are reduced as 

customers perceive brand distinctiveness. Nickels (1984) reported that 

consumers have learned to rely on reputable brand name products and will 

consistently pass up lower priced, off brand goods for higher priced 

brand named products. It should be noted; however, that 16% of the 

manufacturers indicated that a branding strategy afforded their firm no 

particular benefit. 

Market Segmentation Strategies 

Before stategic market segmentation practices can be examined, it 

is necessary to identify the product classification boundaries and 

regional distribution patterns for reconstituted structural panels. 

The respondents categorized reconstituted structural panel products 

on the basis of physical properties/composition (ie. flake arrangement, 
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flake size, and individual flake/strand geometry). Three reconstituted 

structural panel product classes were defined: waferboard produced by 

58% of the firms, oriented strandboard manufactured by 42%, and oriented 

waferboard produced by 26%. Four of these companies manufactured both 

an oriented waferboard and waferboard while one firm produced both OSB 

and waferboard. In addition, 32% of the OSB/waferboard manufacturers 

also produce a plywood panel product. 

Geographic Seglllentation 

Manufacturers identified the geographic region(s) in which their 

product lines were being distributed. The results were categorized into 

5 regions. The Canadian market comprised one region and the United 

States was seglnented into 4: the Northeast, South, North Central, and 

West as defined by the U.S. Census Bureau (Figure 1). 

Reconstituted structural panels were distributed by 74% of the 

producers in the Northeast making it the most competitive region in 

terms of the number of manufacturers vying for market share. The South 

and North Central regions followed, with 63% of the firms distributing 

their product line in these areas. Forty-two percent of the 

manufacturers distributed a portion of their output in the Canadian 

market, while only 21% of the producers distributed their product line 

in the Western region. Fifteen of the manufacturers distributed their 

product in 2 or more of the 5 regions. 

Marketing executives identified the single geographic region in 

which their OSB/waferboard brand had achieved its largest market share. 

The Northeast (nonweighted) and North Central (weighted) regions had the 

highest degree of importance in terms of market share (Figure 2). Only 
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one Canadian producer indicated that market share emphasis was directed 

primarily toward domestic markets. 

User/Distributor Segmentation Strategies 

Respondents were asked to identify the end user markets their firm 

was targeting with current promotional campaigns. Sixty-three percent 

of the producers were placing some promotional emphasis on the 

residential contractor, followed by the Do-It-Yourself (DIY) markets 

with 32%, wholesaler and industrial markets with 26% each, and 

nonresidential contractors with 10%. 

Producers were then requested to assess the degree of importance 

currently being placed on the OSB/waferboard user/distributor segments 

by their respective promotional campaigns. Each potential target market 

segment was evaluated by the manufacturer using a five point scale 

(l=extremely important to 5=not at all important). Mean scores were 

then compiled for each market segment by averaging item scores across 

respondents, as displayed in Table 3. Weighted mean scores, based on 

the 1985 OSB/waferboard production levels of the manufacturers, were 

also compiled for each segment. 

Based on the non-weighted mean scores, the retail market was 

considered to carry the greatest degree of importance (mean score of 

2.00) in terms of promotional emphasis by the manufacturers. This was 

closely followed by the wholesaler segment (mean score of 2.05), in 

which 63% of the respondents rated this target market extremely 

important to their firm's promotional campaign. The least important 

segment was the industrial market (mean score of 3.47), with 32% of the 

manufacturers indicating this target market was of no importance in 
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promotional strategies. 

A significant difference between the manufacturer's mean importance 

scores was observed (p<.001) when a one-way analysis of variance was 

applied. 1 Further analysis, employing a Fisher's least significant 

difference proceedure, suggested that while mean importance scores for 

the retailer, wholesaler, residential contractor, and mobile home 

builder segments were indistinguishable from one another, they 

represented a greater degree of importance to the manufacturers in terms 

of promotional emphasis (lower mean scores) than the DIY, nonresidential 

contractor and industrial segments which were also indistinguishable.2 

End Use Segmentation Strategies 

Market segmentation strategies were also evaluated on the basis of 

the relative importance each OSB/waferboard end use represents. Five 

primary end use categories were defined as detailed in Figure 3. 

Marketing executives from each firm divided 100 points between 

OSB/waferboard end uses on the basis of relative importance to their 

firm (i.e. the total amount of sales dollars each end use category 

generates). Mean scores were then compiled by averaging scores across 

each end use category. 

The most important end use, in terms of sales generated, was 

roofdeck sheathing (mean score of 52%). Industrial applications ranked 

last with a mean score of 6%. Mean scores, weighted in terms of 1985 

production levels for each of the end use categories, deviated little 

from non-weighted means, both in terms of magnitude and rank. 

A significant difference was detected between the mean scores for 

each end use category as revealed by a one-way analysis of variance 
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(p<.001). The FSD procedure was applied, revealing four distinct 

groupings in which roofdeck sheathing was perceived as being 

significantly more important to the manufacturer in terms of sales 

generated as displayed below: 

{Roofdeck S.} > {Subflooring} > {Wall S.} > {DIY, Industrial Uses} 

Additional tests, employing a one-way analysis of variance, 

suggested that there was insufficient evidence to conclude that a 

relationship existed between end use and region (.05<p<.10). 

Product Positioning Strategies 

A key decision variable that must be addressed before implementing 

a product positioning strategy is the level or degree of product 

differentiation within a specific product class. Rewoldt, Scott, and 

Warshaw (1977) asserted that by associating distinctive product features 

with a brand name, a sharp brand image can be created in the consumers' 

mind. This aids manufacturers in segmenting the market, enabling them 

to carve out a market niche in order to provide a foundation for price 

differentiation (Lazer and Culley 1983). Therefore, respondents were 

asked to identify the unique structural panel characteristics/attributes 

which differentiate their firm's product line from that of their 

competitors and then to assign importance values to these 

company/product attributes. 

Product Differentiation 

Thirty-two percent of the respondents indicated that their firm's 

product line was differentiated on the basis of quality. The term 

quality was used in a variety of different contexts by the producers, 
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such as quality of construction, highest consistent quality, quality in 

appearance, and the highest quality panel on the market. Other 

differentiating attributes that producers identified included the use of 

phenolic resin, species mix, flake geometry, panel construction, and 

electrostatic flake alignment. 

The other primary category, defined as no discernable difference 

between brands, was identified by 32% of the producers which combined, 

represented 17% of the 1985 OSB/waferboard production capacity. One 

manufacturer stressed that with the exception of the differences between 

oriented strandboard and waferboard, no discernable difference exists 

between the various brands. 

It is interesting to note however, that while a number of the 

producers stressed that there were no major differences between brands, 

58% of the respondents (representing firms that controlled 80% of the 

1985 production capacity) agreed that retailers in their primary target 

markets could identify specific characteristics associated with their 

product (Table 2). 

Product/Company Attributes 

Respondents evaluated a list of product/company attributes in terms 

of importance to the marketability of their firm's OSB/waferboard 

product line by rating each attribute on a five point scale (l=extre..mely 

important to 5=not at all important). Mean scores were then compiled 

for each attribute by averaging item scores across respondents, as 

displayed in Table 4. 

Price was perceived by respondents to be the most important 

product/company attribute (mean score of 1.68) in terms of marketing 
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their product lines, with 63% of the manufacturers rating price as 

extremely important. Service support, strength/stiffness and 

dimensional stability closely followed (mean score of 1.79, 1.84, and 

1.89 respectively) with 42% of the respondents rating these attributes 

extremely important to the marketability of their product. Impact 

resistance ranked lowest (mean score of 2.99) in terms of importance 

among both product and company attributes. 

Significant differences were detected between importance scores for 

the product attributes by employing a one-way analysis of variance 

(p(.001). Further analysis (ie. FSD procedure) suggested, that while 

mean importance scores for price were statistically indistinguishable 

from panel strength/stiffness, dimensional stability and durability, it 

carried a greater degree of importance among respondents in tenns of the 

marketability of their firm's product line, than panel weight, 

uniformity, racking and impact resistance. No significant differences 

were observed between mean importance scores for the designated company 

attributes when the data was subjected to a one-way analysis of variance 

(.lO<p<.25). 

Positioning Strategies 

Finally, as Y. J. Wind (1982) reported, the branding concept is a 

key decision variable and is tied directly to the desired product 

position (a brand's objective attributes in relation to other brands) 

and overall market potential for a given product. Therefore, 

respondents were directly questioned concerning their firm's product 

positioning strategies. Eighteen of the manufacturers, representing 

firms that coDDDanded 98.7% of the 1985 OSB/waferboard productive 
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capacity, indicated that a product positioning strategy had been 

implemented by their firm. Fifty-three percent of the respondents 

specified that their product positioning strategy was targeted toward 

specific applications, while 47% of the producers positioned their brand 

against competing lines. Other manufacturers positioned their brand on 

use category/market segments, on specific product attributes, and on 

product benefits (Table 5). 

Summary 

Nineteen North American OSB/waferboard producers were identified. 

Their 1985 OSB/waferboard capacity was 5,440 million ft 2 , with 67% of 

that capacity located in the U.S. The top 3 U.S. manufacturers produced 

56% of the total U.S. output and represented 44% of the North American 

production capacity. 

Seventy-three percent of the producers used a unique brand name, 

with only 1 producer distributing their product line strictly on a 

generic basis. While the rationale behind a branding strategy varied 

considerably between producers, 58% indicated the brand name served to 

differentiate their product line from that of their competitors. 

However, the actual purchasing decision, was believed to be primarily a 

function of price and product availability. This statement was 

confirmed when manufacturers attitudes were examined, revealing that 68% 

of the respondents felt that the end users' purchasing decision is 

primarily a function of price. 

The strategic importance of various market segments was examined, 

revealing that the retail market was considered to be of primary 

importance in terms of promotional emphasis, followed closely by the 
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wholesaler and residential contractor segments. A statistical analysis 

suggested, that retailer, wholesaler, residential contractor, and mobile 

home builder segments are more important than DIY, nonresidential 

contractor and industrial segments. 

Market segmentation strategies were also evaluated on the basis of 

end use categories, with roofdeck sheathing ranking highest in terms of 

importance. This end use also proved to be statistically more important 

to manufacturers (in terms of sales dollars generated) than all other 

structural applications. 

Price was perceived by respondents to be the most important 

product/company attribute in terms of marketing their respective product 

lines, followed by service support, strength/stiffness, and dimensional 

stability. A statistical analysis of the product attribute data 

revealed that price, strength/stiffness, dimensional stability and 

durability carried a greater degree of importance among respondents than 

panel weight, uniformity, racking and impact resistance. 

Ninety-five percent of the OSB/waferboard manufacturers, indicated 

they employed a product positioning strategy, with 53% of the 

respondents citing their positioning strategy was targeted toward 

specific panel applications. 
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Footnotes 

Note: 

The criteria used in evaluating the perfonnance of the hypothesis 
tests detailed in this article is based upon the probability of type I 
and type II errors. In accordance with the Neyman-Pearson theory, the 
type I error is more serious than the type II and its probability must 
be controlled (Koopmans 1981). Control is achieved by assigning a 
significance level to the test. A traditional level of .05 was selected 
for each of the tests defined below. For the purposes of this study, a 
.05 significance level adequately satisfies any validity and sensitivity 
concerns which may arise. 

1. The one-way analysis of variance was employed to detect differences 
in the frequency distributions of a measurement variable (interval 
scale) for k=3 or more populations (Koopmans 1981). The assumptions 
underlying the one-way analysis of variance are the following: (1) 
Distributions of the measurement variable of interest for the k 
populations are assumed to be normal. (2) Standard deviations are 
assumed to be equal. (3) The assumption of sample-to-sample 
independence is made. 

2. The Fisher least significant difference (FSD) method, a 
multiple-comparison procedure, is a two-step process for comparing 
individual pairs of population means. The first step consists of a 
standard one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), generally carried out 
at the 5% significance level (Koopmans 1981). The second step of 
the procedure is carried out only if Ho is rejected. The second 
step essentially consists of the application of two-sample t tests 
to every pair of means. Means are segmented into different groups 
if Ho is rejected. The assumptions for this test are the same as 
those defined for the ANOVA which provides an initial, simultaneous 
screening of all differences and holds the experimental error rate 
for the FSD procedure very close to the significance level used for 
the ANOVA. 
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Figure 1.-Geograpbic breakdmm of the four regional llll:lrket self1lleIJts as 
defined by the U.S. Census Bureau. 
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Figure 2.--Manufacturers' perceptions of the single geographic region 
coll111landing the largest market share for their panel line. 
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TABLE I. --SUllll1lary of brand nll6lin11 practices e111ployed by OSB/Naferboard •anufacturers. 

Responses 

Manufacturers' sell their panel product under a brand name in which the 
terms wuferboard and strandboard are not incorporated in the name. 

Manufacturers' sell a portion of their output under a distributor's brand 
name while selling the remaining portion under their own brand name 
(terms waferboard and strandboard are not incorporated in the name). 

Manufacturers' employ both a generic and brand naming strategy in selling 
their OSB/waferboard product line. 

Munufacturers' sell their output under a brand name or logo that 
incorporates the tena waferboard or strandboard in identifying their 
respective lines. 

Manufacturers' aell their panel product generically with no specific brand 
name associated with their output. 

12 

2 

1 

3 

l 

19 

Weighted 
Frequency Frequencr 

--~--------(,)~---~~---
63.2 68.4 

10.5 5.1 

5.3 4.4 

15.8 19.l 

5.3 2.9 -------- --------
100.l 99.9b 

•Frequencies are weighted in terms of 1985 production capacities for respective firms represented in each category. 
bColumn frequencies may not equate to lOOl due to rounding. 
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TABJ.E 2. --Ht1nufacturers' attitudes  concerninl{ statements related to brand n8Jllinl{ concepts and product differentiation 
within the OSB/waferboard •arket. 

~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Brooding Perceptions 

Retailers  cannot  differentiate  (on  the basis of 
quality)  between  your  OSB/weferboerd  brand  and  that 
of  your  primary  competitors. 

Brand naming your  OSB/waferboerd  line  provides  a 
higher  degree  of  protection  from  competitors  than 
does  selling  your  line  generically. 

Your  finn can control a more stable  consumer  base  by 
employing  en  individual brood DOiiing strategy for 
your  OSB/weferboard  line. 

The end users'  purchasing  decision  involving on 
OSB/weferboerd  panel  product is primarily a function 
of  price 

The variety  of  different  OSB/weferboerd  brand names 
on  the  market  hes  resulted  in  confusing  the  consumer 
es  to  the  correct  end  use  of  the  panel  product. 

Retailers  in  your primary target market con identify 
specific  characteristics  associated  with  your  product. 

Frequency  of  Response 

Neither 
Strongly Agree Strongly 
Disagree Disagree Nor Agree  Agree 

Disagree 
-2 -1 0 1 2 

--~---------~---------(,)--~--------------------

21.1 
(17.9)b 

0.0 
(  0.0) 

0.0 
(  0.0) 

0.0 
(  0.0) 

0.0 
(  0.0) 

0.0 
(  0.0) 

26.3 
(24.6) 

10.5 
(  4.8) 

21.1 
(22.7) 

10.5 
(10.6) 

21.1 
(12.5) 

26.3 
(13.8) 

5.3 
(21.8) 

21.1 
(  9.9) 

42.1 
(47.5) 

21.1 
(34.9) 

21.1 
(14.0) 

15.8 
(  6.1) 

47.4 
(35.6) 

57.9 
(75.7) 

36.8 
(29.7) 

42.1 
(24.3) 

47.4 
(53.5) 

42.1 
(64.5) 

0.0 
(  0.0) 

10.5 
(  9.5) 

0.0 
(  0.0) 

26.3 
(30.1) 

10.5 
(19.9) 

15.8 
(15.5) 

Weighted 
Mean  Mean 
Score  Score• 

-.21 
-.25 

.68 
.90 

.15 
.07 

.84 
.74 

.47 
.81 

.47 
.82 

3Mean scores  are  weighted  in  terms  of  1985  production  capacities  for  respective finna represented  in  each  category. 
bfrequcncies are  weighted  in  terms  of  1985  production  capacities  for  respective firms represented  in  each  category. 
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TABLE 3. --Degree of importance assil/tJed to specified OSB/waferboard target •arltets by corporate pr(llllotional cBIDp11il/tJs. 

Frequency of Responses 

Target Marketa 

Extremely 
Important 

l 2 
Important 

3 4 

Not at All 
Important 

5 

Weighted 
Mean Mean 
Score ScoreA 

Retailers 
Wholesalers 
Residential Contractors 
Mobile Home Builders 
Modular Builders 
Do-It-Yourself Market 
Nonresidential Contractors 
Industrial Marketa 

----------------------------~----(,)-----------------------------------
47.4 (57.l)b 
63.2 (60.8) 
31.6 (47.4) 
15.8 (11.9) 
21.l (14.2) 
10.5 ( 8.9) 
15.8 (13.3) 
15.8 ( 9.3) 

15.8 ( 8.6) 
5.3 ( 2.0) 

21. l (12. 7) 
42.l (40.3) 
31.6 (49.5) 
10.5 ( 5.0) 
5.3 ( 3.2) 

10.5 ( 6.4) 

26.3 (26.4) 
5.3 ( 2.7) 

36.8 (30.3) 
21.l (27.7) 
26.3 (19.3) 
31.6 (40.2) 
26.3 (16.6) 
15.8 (10.7) 

10.5 ( 7.8) 
15.8 (23.8) 
5.3 ( 4.6) 

21. l (20. 0) 
10.5 ( 7.8) 
31.6 (21.3) 
36.8 (52.8) 
26.3 (44.7) 

0.0 ( 0.0) 
10.5 (10.6) 
5.3 ( 4.9) 
0.0 ( 0.0) 

10.5 ( 9.1) 
15.8 (24.6) 
15.8 (14.0) 
31.6 (28.8) 

2.0 
2.1 
2.3 
2.5 
2.6 
3.3 
3.3 
3.5 

8 Mean scores are weighted in tel"IIS of the 1985 production capacities for the respective aanufacturers represented in 
each market segment. 

bfrequencies are weighted in terms of 1985 production capacities for respective firms represented in each category. 

1.8 
2.2 
2.1 
2.6 
2.5 
3.5 
3.4 
3.8 
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TABl,R 4. --AssesS11ent of product/company attributes in teT111s of their degree of i111portBI1ce to the mnrketability of 
the respective producer's OSB/~aferboard lines. 

Frequency of Responses 

Extremely 
Important 

1 

Not At All 
Important 

5 

Weighted 

Product Attributes 

Price 
Strength/Stiffness 
Dimensional Stability 
Durability 
Panel Weight 
Surface Uniformity 
Racking 
Impact Resistance 

Company Attributes 

Service Support 
Company Reputation 
Product Line 
Distribution Network 
Brund Nome 
Market Coverage 

2 
l1Dportant 

3 4 

~-----~~~---------~----------(%)----------~-~-~-~~-~-~----

63.2 (68.0)b 5.3 ( 1.3) 31.5 (30.6) o.o ( 0.0) 0.0 ( 0.0) 
42.l (42.3) 31.6 (38.5) 26.3 (19.1) 0.0 ( 0.0) 0.0 ( 0.0) 
42.l (39.5) 26.3 (33.5) 31.5 (26.9) 0.0 ( 0.0) o.o ( 0.0) 
31.6 (22. 7) 26.3 (15.2) 36.8 (57.4) 5.3 ( 4.6) 0.0 ( 0.0) 
31.6 (31.6) 21.l (10.2) 26.3 (20.9) 21.1 (37.2) 0.0 ( 0.0) 
21.l ( 9.7) 26.3 (20.9) 42.1 (32.5) 10.5 (36.8) 0.0 ( 0.0) 
26.3 (16.7) 15.8 (11. 9) 21.l (25.0) 36.8 (46.3) 0.0 ( 0.0) 
21.1 ( 9. 7) 10.5 ( 7.3) 26.3 (25.6) 31. 6 (50.4) 10.5 ( 6.9) 

36.8 (37.7) 47.5 (48.6) 15. 7 (13.6) 0.0 ( 0.0) o.o ( 0.0) 
42. l (59.5) 21.l (15.0) 36.8 (25.4) o.o ( 0.0) 0.0 ( 0.0) 
26.3 (41.4) 26.3 (26.2) 31.6 (20.8) 15.8 (11.5) 0.0 ( 0.0) 
26.3 (29.9) 36.8 (46.3) 26.3 (16.8) 5.3 ( 2.0) 5.3 ( 4.9) 
21.l (20.5) 31.5 (36.0) 36.8 (39.4) 5.3 ( 2.0) 5.3 ( 2.0) 
26.3 (16.4) 15.8 (25.6) 47.5 (46.9) 10.5 (11.0) o.o ( 0.0) 

Mean Mean 
Score Score" 

1.68 1.62 
1.84 1.77 
1.89 1.87 
2.16 2.44 
2.37 2.64 
2.42 2.96 
2.68 3.01 
2.99 3.37 

1.79 1.76 
1.95 1.66 
2.07 2.02 
2.27 2.06 
2.42 2.29 
2.42 2.53 

aMean scores are weighted in terms of 1985 production capacities for respective manufacturers represented in each 
atlribul.c cutegory. 

bfrequcncies are weighted in terms of 1985 production capacities for respective firms represented in each category. 

~ w 
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TABLE 5.-Product positioning strategies i•ple111e11ted by OSB/wsferbosrd aanufscturers. 

Strategies 

Positioned for- specific applications 
Positioned against competing product lines 
Positioned on specific product attributes 
Positioned for- user- category/market segments 
Positioned on benefits 

Responses 

10 
9 
8 
8 
7 

Fr-equencya 

52.6 
47.4 
42.l 
42.l 
36.8 

4 ColUIID frequencies do not sua to 100~ due to J1Ultiple responses per- respondent. 
bFr-equencies ar-e weighted in terms of 1985 production capacities for- respective 
1118Dufactur-er-s associated with each product positioning strategy. 

Weighted 
Fr-equencyb 

46.8 
33.9 
60.3 
50.5 
34.l 



RECONSTITUTED STRUCTURAL PANEL ATTRIBUTES AND TARGET MARKET 
EMPHASIS EXAMINED FROM A RETAILERS' PERSPECTIVE 

Abstract 

A survey was mailed to 1350 building material retailers to develop 

a detailed picture of their structural panel target markets and the 

impact product/distributor attributes have on OSB/waferboard product 

offerings. Approximately 79% of the 356 responding retailers carrying a 

structural panel product line, sold OSB/waferboard, while 96% stocked a 

plywood product. The market penetration of reconstituted structural 

wood products appeared to be highest in the North Central region, both 

in terms of stocking frequency and retail sales volume. Analysis of 

target markets, revealed that roofdeck sheathing (end use) and the 

residential contractor (end user) conunanded the highest degree of 

importance among retailers. Over 66% of the respondents contended that 

their decision to purchase an OSB/waferboard product was primarily a 

function of price. Retailers perceived waferboard to be the cheapest 

structural panel on the market, while response frequencies were 

comparatively higher for OSB when evaluated in terms of 

strength/stiffness, durability, surface uniformity, dimensional 

stability, and on a performance/quality basis. Retailers perceptions of 

ideal structural panel attributes centered on maximizing 

strength/stiffness, reducing the price, and improving surface 

uniformity·, while areas of retailer and consumer dissatisfaction focused 

on the lack of promotional support and dimensional instability. 

- 45 -
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Introduction 

Waferboard and oriented strandboard (OSB), competitive substitutes 

for plywood in a variety of applications, are rapidly penetrating 

structural panel markets. In 1985, OSB/waferboard represented 13.1% of 

the total 25.8 billion ft 2 U.S. structural panel capacity (Anon 1986). 

In contrast, only three waferboard facilities were operating in North 

America prior to 1979 (Peace 1985). B.F. Fuller (1984) asserted that 

the net growth in the structural panel market, plus an increasing 

proportion of plywood's market share, will be captured by OSB/waferboard 

products, with market share projections exceeding 51% by the year 2000. 

Parasuraman (1983) contended, it is critical that new products be 

individualized in ways that are perceived by buyers as being important. 

When the positively ranked dimensions are consistently reinforced by a 

specific product, couunitment to the line results. Therefore, it is 

necessary that manufacturers promote those dimensions that are perceived 

by the end user as being important. This study identifies the 

combination of relevant structural panel attributes (dimensions) which 

are perceived by building supply retailers as being of key importance in 

their product class/brand purchasing decision. 

Saunders and Watt (1979) asserted, consumer confusion persists when 

buyers are unable to place much confidence in their ability to rate a 

product on any attribute, which results 1n lowering predispositions 

towards a product line, making the main influence on purchasing, 

impersonal attributes (ie. price and availability). This is especially 

true for reconstituted product lines where it would be difficult to 

develop any personal attitudes about a product like OSB/waferboard, 
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which in many cases is only part of a more important purchase (ie. a 

house). Therefore, this research effort examines retailers' perceptions 

regarding product class positioning in order to assess whether 

reconstituted structural panel products are being purchased primarily on 

the basis of these impersonal attributes. 

Also, an effort was made to assess the impact OSB/waferboard was 

having on structural panel sales, by ascertaining the level of 

importance retailers assigned to individual product classes (ie. 

waferboard, OSB, plywood). 

The idealized structural panel attributes identified in this 

research undertaking, as well as the emphasis being placed on specific 

target market seglllents by the retailer, will aid structural panel 

producers in product design, directing promotional activities and better 

satisfying consumer demands. 
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Methodology 

Sample Frame 

Structural panel buyers for retail building supply firms from each 

of the 50 states were contacted for inclusion in this research effort. 

Retailers were randomly selected by sampling from The 1985 Directory of 

Home Center Operators and Hardware Chains (Friedman 1985). The 

directory provided a current, comprehensive listing of 6,185 home 

center/building material retail concerns, which controlled 14,482 

building supply facilities. 

Data Collection Procedures 

A stratified random sample of 1350 retailers was selected from the 

directory. Four strata were formulated by proportionately distributing 

the research instrument to each of four regions (as defined by U.S. 

Census boundaries displayed in Figure 1), based on the percentage of the 

total number of firms in each specific region. Proportionately 

distributing the research instrument resulted in 487 firms being 

contacted in the South (36.2%), 401 in the North Central region (29.7%), 

256 in the Northeast (18.9%), and 206 in the West (15.2%). Stratified 

random sampling was deemed necessary due to geographic and demographic 

bias, introduced by higher market penetration rates and higher 

concentration levels of OSB/waferboard manufacturing facilities in the 

North Central region. 

A mail survey served as the vehicle for primary data collection. 

This method was considered to be the most efficient and cost effective 

means of securing data distributed over such a broad geographical base 
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while affording the respondents a high degree of anonymity. A pretest 

was administered to 50 randomly selected retailers prior to mailing the 

final draft of the questionaire. After reviewing the pretest, the 

questionaire was revised and mailed to the 1350 firms comprising the 

sample. In order to maximize response rates, an additional questionaire 

was sent three weeks after the initial mailing to those retailers 

identified as nonrespondents. 

Response Rates 

Three hundred and ninety-six surveys were returned, resulting in a 

30% response rate after adjusting for undeliverable questionnaires (less 

than 1% of total mailed). Response rate exceeded that of an earlier 

mail survey effort involving retail building material suppliers (Govett 

and Sinclair, 1984). This differential in response rate can be 

attributed primarily to the added responses obtained by conducting a 

follow-up questionaire mailing. Usable regional response rates 

(percentage of 386 total usable responses) varied considerably. The 

highest response rate was recorded in the West (35%) with 72 usable 

returns, followed by the North Central region with 132 responses (33%), 

the South with 124 (26%) and the Northeast with 58 (23%). 

Respondents 

Fina Size 

Building supply retailers were categorized by region on the basis 

of 1985 annual sales as displayed in Table 1. Sixty-seven percent of 

the 228 responding retailers grossed less than $5,000,000 in 1985. Only 

7% of the retailers sampled exceeded $20,000,000 in gross sales. 
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Product Line 

Structural panel products, manufactured using a variety of 

technologies, can be categorized into six product groups based on panel 

composition/configuration: veneered (plywood), nonveneered (waferboard, 

oriented waferboard, oriented strandboard and structural particleboard) 

and a veneered/nonveneered matrix (comply). Over 92% of the 386 

responding retailers stocked at least one of these structural wood 

products. Ninety-six percent of the 356 respondents carrying structural 

panels, indicated their firm sold plywood, while 79% stocked a 

reconstituted line (ie. oriented/nonoriented waferboard, oriented 

strandboard). Regional percentiles, computed in terms of those building 

material suppliers not carrying a reconstituted line varied 

considerably. Forty-two percent of the retailers in the Western region 

sold only plywood, compared to 11% in the North Central Region. 

Approximately 63% (225) of the building supply retailers carrying 

a structural panel line stocked a nonoriented waferboard product. 

Oriented strandboard ranked third in terms of response frequency with 

55%, while only 20% of the retailers acknowledged selling oriented 

waferboard. Regional variations, examined in terms of the percentage of 

firms carrying the various reconstituted products, were also observed as 

illustrated in Table 2. The percentage of retailers stocking 

reconstituted structural panel products in the North Central region, 

exceeded those found in other regions (68%/71% of the firms carried 

OSB/waferboard). This suggests that market penetration was highest in 

the North Central region, as confirmed by Fuller (1984). 

In order to ascertain the magnitude of importance retailers 
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assigned to the individual product classes comprising the structural 

panel market, respondents were requested to evaluate four product 

categories in terms of the total amount of sales dollars each generated. 

Building supply retailers divided 100 points between product categories 

which were then segmented on a regional basis as illustrated in Figure 

2. Mean scores were then compiled by averaging point totals for all 

respondents across each product class category. 

Plywood was perceived by retailers as retaining the highest 

relative importance level in terms of sales dollars generated (mean 

score of 62%). Oriented strandboard, ranking a distant second (mean 

score of 19%), surprisingly ranked above nonoriented waferboard (mean 

score of 15%) which was stocked with higher frequency. A significant 

difference was detected between mean score values for each product 

category employing a one-way analysis of variance at a .05 significance 

level (p<.001)1. A multiple-comparison procedure (Fisher's least 

significant difference method2 - FSD) was then applied, and revealed, 

four distinct groupings in which plywood was perceived as being 

significantly more important to retailers in terms of sales generated 

than reconstituted structural panel products: 

{Plywood}> {OSB} > {Waferboard} > {Oriented Waferboard} 

A regional analysis of the non-veneered panel importance scores 

revealed that reconstituted structural panel products achieved the 

highest mean score values in the North Central region (49%) with OSB 

contributing to the bulk of that score (28%). It should also be noted 

that while OSB achieved the highest mean percentile rankings by North 

Central and Southern retailers, waferboard was considered to contribute 
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more toward sales in the Northeast and Western regions. 

In order to provide a statistical foundation for market penetration 

levels, which are regionally influenced by production volumes, consumer 

demands and building codes, a one-way analysis of variance was 

conducted. The test was designed to detect if mean importance scores for 

each product category differed by region. There was insufficient 

evidence to conclude that a significant difference in mean importance 

scores existed between regions for waferboard and oriented waferboard. 

This was not the case however, for OSB, where a regional difference in 

retailers' importance scores was observed. The FSD procedure was 

applied, revealing with 95% confidence (p<.001), that while regional 

mean importance scores for the Northeast, West and South were 

statistically indistinguishable, retailers in the North Central region 

placed a higher degree of importance on OSB in terms of sales generated. 

Channels of Distribution 

The primary channels of distribution that retailers relied on in 

purchasing OSB/waferboard panel products, were examined. Fifty percent 

of the retailers surveyed indicated their firm purchased OSB/waferboard 

from both an independent wholesaler and direct from the manufacturer, 

while 39% relied solely on the wholesaler. Regional variations were 

also evident as detailed in Figure 3. The Chi-square procedure 3 , a 

categorical variable comparison method, revealed that regional response 

frequencies were significantly different for each of the distribution 

categories (p<.025). For example, retailers in the West tended to rely 

more on the independent wholesaler as opposed to purchasing direct from 

the manufacturer. 
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Market Segmentation 

An initial step in reviewing the various OSB/waferboard market 

segments involves evaluating the emphasis being placed on specific 

target markets by the retailer, both in terms of end use segments and 

end user categories. 

End Use Segments 

Target market emphasis was examined from a retail perspective by 

evaluating the importance respondents assigned to designated end use 

segments. Four end use categories were defined as illustrated in Figure 

4. Retailers divided 100 points between the primary OSB/waferboard end 

uses on the basis of relative importance to their firm. Mean scores 

were then compiled by averaging scores across each end use category. 

From the retailers' perspective, the most important application was 

the products use as a roofdeck sheathing material (mean score 46%). 

Do-It-Yourself (DIY) projects were considered to be the least important 

(mean score of 12%). In determining if a significant difference existed 

between mean importance scores for each end use category, a one-way 

analysis of variance was employed. The hypothesis that none of the end 

use categories differed with respect to relative mean importance values 

was strongly rejected (p<.001). The FSD procedure was applied, 

revealing four distinct groupings in which the roofdeck sheathing 

application was perceived as being significantly more important to 

retailers from a sales standpoint, than other structural applications. 

{Roofdeck} > {Wall Sheathing}> {Subflooring} > {DIY Projects) 
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Regional variations in relative importance scores for each end use 

category were also examined. Statistically significant differences 

(employing a one-way analysis of variance) between regions were evident 

for wall sheathing (p<.001), roofdeck sheathing (p<.001), and 

subflooring applications (.Ol<p<.05). The FSD procedure was applied to 

each of the end use categories and subsequent regional differences in 

mean importance scores were observed: 

Wall Sheathing 
{NE}> {W, NC}> {NC, S} 

Roofdeck Sheathing 
{NC, W, S} > {NE} 

Subflooring 
{W, S, NC}> {W, S, NE} 

Significant differences were detected in mean importance scores for 

the end use categories, between firms carrying a nonoriented product and 

those stocking an oriented product line (employing a Student's 

two-sample t test 4 ). Differences were observed for the subflooring 

applications (.Ol<p<.02) and Do-It-Yourself projects (.02<p<.05). Mean 

importance values were highest for respondents carrying oriented product 

lines (21.02 vs. 12.59) when considering the products' use as a 

subflooring medium, but the reverse held true when the product was used 

in DIY applications (oriented 11.39 vs. nonoriented 22.28). 

End User Segments 

The strategic importance of specific end user market segments, was 

evaluated in terms of the total amount of OSB/waferboard sales volume 

generated. Mean scores were compiled on a regional basis (employing a 

five point Lickert scale: Churchill 1983) for each of the market 
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segments detailed in Table 3. 

Based on mean item scores, the residential contractor carried the 

highest level of importance in all four regions (total mean score of 

1.77). Approximately 57% of the respondents indicated this end user 

segment was extremely important to the generation of OSB/waferboard 

sales. From the retailers' perspective the least important end user 

category was the modular builder (mean score of 4.30) with 65% of the 

retailers indicating this target market was of no importance to product 

sales volumes. 

A significant difference (p<.001) between retailers' mean 

importance scores for the end user segments was revealed (employing a 

one-way analysis of variance) and the FSD procedure applied. The 

analysis suggested, with 95% confidence, that mean scores for the four 

end user categories were statistically distinguishable from one another. 

{Residential Contractors}> 
{Nonresidential Contractors}> 

{DIY/Remodeling Market}> 
{Modular Builders} 

Regional variations in importance scores for each end user segment 

were also examined by employing a one-way analysis of variance. In all 

four instances, the hypothesis of no difference between means could not 

be rejected (p>.25), suggesting that there was insufficient evidence to 

conclude that a relationship existed. 

Attribute Analysis 

The long term success of reconstituted structural panel products, 

will depend to a large extent upon how well the product is aligned with 

consumer demands. For this reason, an effort was made to identify the 
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combination of relevant structural panel attributes that were perceived 

by the retailer as being most important. 

The first step was to identify ideal structural panel attributes. 

A summary of retailers' perceptions, illustrated in Table 4, revealed 

that of the characteristics identified, the need to increase panel 

strength/stiffness was mentioned most frequently (41%). Other 

structural panel characteristics included: a reduction in price (36%), 

and improvements in surface/thickness uniformity (28%), dimensional 

stability (25%), and panel durability (19%). 

Impact On Purchasing 

Respondents also assessed the relative importance specific 

attributes had on their OSB/waferboard purchasing decision. Mean scores 

were then compiled for each attribute by averaging item scores across 

respondents (Table 5). Price and product availability were perceived by 

retailers as being of greatest importance (both retaining a mean score 

of 1.68), when considering which particular OSB/waferboard brand to 

purchase. Service support, durability and strength/stiffness closely 

followed (mean scores of 1.93, 2.08, and 2.18, respectively), while 

promotional support and panel weight (mean scores of 3.37 and 3.49) 

ranked lowest in terms of importance. 

A significant difference was observed between mean importance 

scores for the individual product and manufacturer (distributor) 

attributes when the data was subjected to a one-way analysis of variance 

(p<.001). The nature of these differences were then examined by 

employing the FSD procedure. Analysis suggested, with 95% confidence, 

that of the product attributes listed, price was statistically 
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distinguishable, exceeding other attributes in terms of its importance 

to the retailer when considering which product (brand) to purchase: 

Durability, 
Strength/Stiffness, 

{Price}> Dimensional Stability, > {Impact Resistance}> {Weight} 
Quality/Performance, 

Surface Uniformity 

Retailers' analysis of the manufacturer (distributor) attributes 

suggested that mean scores for product availability, service support and 

company reputation differed statistically, and exceeded that of other 

attribute groupings in terms of relative importance: 

Brand Name, 
Availability> Service> Reputation> Sales Support, > Depth of Line, 

Brand Name Mkt. Support 

Regional response differences between mean importance scores of the 

preceding attributes were analyzed by conducting a one-way analysis of 

variance. A statistical difference in regional mean scores was not 

detected (p >.25), suggesting retailer location had no significant 

impact on respondents evaluation of an attribute's importance when 

considering which particular OSB/waferboard brand to purchase. The 

importance of product price on the OSB/waferboard purchasing decision 

was also confirmed by retailers, when questioned as to their level of 

agreement/disagreement to a series of statements (Table 6). Sixty-seven 

percent of the respondents indicated that their decision to purchase an 

OSB/waferboard product line was primarily a function of price. In 

addition, 69% of the retailers agreed that the professional contractors' 

purchasing decision, was also dictated by panel price. 
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Attribute Differences By Product Class 

The assessment of product attributes also focused on retailers 

perceptions of specific product class positions in reference to a series 

of designated panel characteristics. Respondents identified the single 

product category (i.e. waferboard, OSB, oriented waferboard, plywood, or 

no difference) that best satisfied each of nine corresponding structural 

panel attributes as displayed in Table 7. The Chi-Square procedure was 

employed, and revealed that the proportion of responses across the five 

product class categories was significantly different for each attribute 

examined (p<.001). 

Eighty-two percent of the 218 respondents, perceived nonoriented 

waferboard to be the cheapest structural panel product on the market. 

Response frequencies were comparatively higher for OSB when retailers 

evaluated the four product classes in terms of strength/stiffness, 

durability, surface uniformity, dimensional stability, and on a 

performance/quality basis. Plywood exceeded OSB in response frequency 

only in terms of impact resistance and weight (lightest). This was 

surprising, since 87% of the 1985 annual structural panel capacity in 

the U.S. was in plywood (Anon. 1986). Oriented waferboard ranked a 

distant last in terms of total response frequency for each of the 

designated attributes. 

Note that regional variations in response frequencies were quite 

evident. North Central and Southern based retailers favored 

reconstituted products, while the Western and Northeastern respondents 

placed more emphasis on plywood when considering panel durability, 

dimensional stability, impact resistance, and panel performance/quality. 
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Product Substitution 

Retailers attitudes pertaining to product substitution were 

questioned. Sixty-six percent of the respondents agreed that plywood 

and OSB/waferboard products are being used interchangeably by 

professional contractors/builders (Table 6). A one-way analysis of 

variance revealed a statistically significant difference (.OOl<p<.01) 

between regional mean response scores for the preceding statement. 

Further analysis, employing the FSD procedure, suggests that retailers 

operating in the West (mean=.92) were in greater agreement with the 

statement concerning product substitution, than respondents located in 

the Northeast (mean=.22) and South (mean=.29) as illustrated below: 

{W, NC}> {NC, S, NE} 

Only 28% of the retailers questioned disagreed with the concept 

that most DIY customers have a strong preference for plywood over that 

of OSB/waferboard. A one-way analysis of variance was conducted, to 

determine if a regional difference in mean agreement/disagreement 

response scores was evident. The null hypothesis could not be rejected, 

suggesting there was insufficient evidence to conclude that a difference 

in terms of the level of retailer agreement existed. 

Product Improvements 

Finally, in an effort to focus more precisely on the importance of 

specific attributes, respondents perceptions were investigated 

regarding panel improvements designed to increase retail sales. Table 8 

swmnarizes these modifications and suggests on the basis of response 

frequency (33% of the 101 respondents) the need to increase 
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promotional/marketing support. Other areas that warrant manufacturers 

attention, included: improvements in dimensional stability, price 

reductions (increasing the differential with plywood), and increasing 

panel weatherability (moisture resistance). 

In order to gain additional insight into potential panel 

improvements, retailers were asked to identify the primary areas of 

consumer dissatisfaction encountered in selling OSB/waferboard products. 

Of the 159 respondents, 32% stressed that dimensional instability (ie. 

swelling) was a primary area of consumer discontent (see Table 9). The 

problem of insufficient promotional support surfaced again, with 22% of 

the respondents reporting that consumers were having difficulty 

understanding the products' appropriate end uses while also confusing 

OSB/waferboard with particleboard. Consumer dissatisfaction also 

stemmed from the products' slippery surface, poor panel durability (ie. 

flaking), and excessive weight. 

SUIIIID8rY 

Oriented strandboard/waferboard products are making significant 

inroads into the retail structural panel market, which has traditionally 

been characterized as a commodity market, dominated by plywood products. 

Approximately 73% of the 386 respondents surveyed carried a 

reconstituted structural panel line, with nonoriented waferboard being 

stocked with the highest frequency. Plywood was perceived as being 

significantly more important to the retailers in terms of sales 

generated (61%) than nonveneered lines. 
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Retail market segments were evaluated on the basis of 

OSB/waferboard end use categories. The roofdeck sheathing application 

was perceived by the respondent as being significantly more important in 

terms of sales dollars generated than other end uses. 

The strategic importance of the various end user market segments 

were also examined from the retailers' perspective. Results suggest, 

with 95% confidence, that of the four end user categories defined, the 

residential contractor was perceived as being most important in terms of 

sales generated. 

Retailers assessed the relative importance specific attributes had 

on their OSB/waferboard purchase decision. Among manufacturer 

(distributor) attributes, availability was perceived as being 

significantly more important to the respondent, followed by service and 

product line reputation. Price, statistically distinguishable from 

other product attributes, carried the highest degree of importance among 

retailers. Sixty-seven percent of the respondents indicated that their 

decision to purchase an OSB/waferboard product line was primarily a 

function of price. 

The relative position of individual structural panel product 

classes were examined in reference to a series of designated attributes. 

Approximately 82% of the respondents, perceived nonoriented waferboard 

to be the cheapest structural panel product on the market. Response 

frequencies were comparatively higher for OSB when retailers evaluated 

the four product classes in terms of strength/stiffness, durability, 

surface uniformity, dimensional stability, and on a performance quality 

basis. Plywood exceeded OSB in response frequency only in terms of 
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impact resistance and weight (lightest). Seventy-two percent of the 

retailers agreed that most DIY customers have a strong preference for 

plywood over that of OSB/waferboard. 

Respondents perceptions were investigated, regarding panel 

improvements designed to increase retail sales. The need to increase 

promotional/marketing support was mentioned most frequently (33%). 

Other areas warranting manufacturers attention included: improvements 

in dimensional stability, increasing panel weatherability (moisture 

resistance) and improvements in panel durability (i.e. flaking). 
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Footnotes 

Note: 

The criteria used in evaluating the performance of the hypothesis 
tests detailed in this article is based upon the probability of type I 
and type II errors. In accordance with the Neyman-Pearson theory, the 
type I error is more serious than the type II and its probability must 
be controlled (Koopmans 1981). Control is achieved by assigning a 
significance level to the test. A traditional level of .05 was selected 
for each of the tests defined below. For the purposes of this study, a 
.05 significance level adequately satisfies any validity and sensitivity 
concerns which may arise. 

1. The one-way analysis of variance was employed to detect differences 
in the frequency distributions of a measurement variable (interval 
scale) for k=3 or more populations (Koopmans 1981). The assumptions 
underlying the one-way analysis of variance are the following: (1) 
Distributions of the measurement variable of interest for the k 
populations are assumed to be normal. (2) Standard deviations are 
assumed to be equal. (3) The assumption of sample-to-sample 
independence is made. 

2. The Fisher least significant difference (FSD) method, a 
multiple-comparison procedure, is a two-step process for comparing 
individual pairs of population means. The first step consists of a 
standard one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), generally carried out 
at the 5% significance level (Koopmans 1981). The second step of 
the procedure is carried out only if Ho is rejected. The second 
step essentially consists of the application of two-sample t tests 
to every pair of means. Means are segmented into different groups 
if Ho is rejected. The assumptions for this test are the same as 
those defined for the ANOVA which provides an initial, simultaneous 
screening of all differences and holds the experimental error rate 
for the FSD procedure very close to the significance level used for 
the ANOVA. 

3. The Chi-Square procedure, a categorical variable comparison method, 
is designed to detect differences in population frequency 
distributions (Koopmans 1981). The assumptions underlying the 
Chi-Square test are as follows: (1) Samples are randomly selected, 
(2) Observations are independent and categorized in mutually 
exclusive groups. 

4. The two-sample Student's t test is a procedure used in comparing the 
frequency distributions of a measurement variable for two 
populations based on samples from both populations (Koopmans 1981). 
The basic assumptions underlying this test are as follows: (1) The 
variable of interest is normally distributed for both populations. 
(2) Population standard deviations are equal. (3) Random samples are 
independently taken from the two populations. 
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Figure !.-Geographic breakdown of the four regional market selJIIlents as 
defined by the U.S. Census Bureau. 
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Figure 2.-Building supply retailers' perceptions of structural panel 
product class haportance levels {based on sales dollars 
generated). 
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Figure 3.-Regional SU/1111/BrY of OSB/waferboard distribution chBT1Dels 
exBJDined from a retailers' perspective. 
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Figure 4.-Building supply retailers' perceptions regarding the 
importance of end use market segments, evaluated in terms of 
sales dollars generated. 
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TABLE !.-Regional breakdOfllD of respondents' 1985 annual retail sales levels. 

Regional Responses (Frequency) 
North Central South Northeast West Total 

Annual Retail Sales 

Less Than $1 Million 18 (18.7)• 4 ( 5.6) 2 ( 6.1) 3 (10.7) 27 (11.8) 
$1 Million To $2.4 Million 34 (35.4) 26 (36.6) 12 (36.4) 8 (28.6) 80 (35.1) 
$2.5 Million To $4.9 Million 22 (22.9) 15 (21.1) 4 (12.1) 5 (17.9) 46 (20.2) 
$5 Million To $9.9 Million 10 (10.4) 9 (12.7) 5 ( 15.1) 9 (32.1) 33 (14.5) 
$10 Million To $19.9 Million 9 ( 9.3) 12 (16. 9) 4 (12.1) 2 ( 7.1) 27 ( 11.8) 
$20 Million To $49.9 Million 3 ( 3.1) 3 ( 4.2) 6 (18.2) 0 ( 0.0) 12 ( 5.3) 
More Than $50 Million 0 ( 0.0) ·2 ( 2.8) 0 ( 0.0) 1 ( 3.6) 3 ( 1.3) 

Total Responses 96 ( 99.8)11 71 ( 99.9) 33 (100.0) 28 (100.0) 228 (100.0) 

•( ) = percentage response. 
bColumn frequencies -y not equate to 100~ due to rounding. 
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TABLE 2.-Rel{ional breakdof,/TI of structural panel products stocked by building supply 
retailers. 

Regional Responses (Frequency)a 
North Central South Northeast West Total _,_ _,_ _,_ _ ,_ _, _ 

Plywood 118 (92. 9)b 106 (95.5) 51 (98.1) 66 (100.0) 341 (95.8) 
Oriented Strandboard 86 (67.7) 60 (54. 0) 26 (50.0) 25 (37.9) 197 (55.3) 
Oriented Waferboard 29 (22.8) 18 (16.2) 9 (17.3) 14 (21.2) 70 (19.7) 
Structural Particleboard 38 (29.9) 41 (36.9) 15 (28.9) 25 (37.9) 119 (33.4) 
Waferboard ~ (70.9) 72 (64.9) 35 (67.3) 28 (42.4) 225 (63.2) 

•Frequencies baaed on total regional responses for each item category: (North Central 127, 
South 111, Northeast 52, West 66) 

bColumn response frequencies do not sum to 100% due to multiple responses per respondent. 
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TABLE 3.-Relative i.lllportance (in terms of sales generated) of OSB/waferboard end use 
selfllletJts as perceived by retailers. 

Response (Response Frequency)a 

Extremely 
Important Important 

1 2 3 4 
_,_ _ ,_ _ , _ _, _ 

North Central Region 

Modular Builders 4 ( 4.8)b 3 ( 3.6) 7 ( 8.4) 12 (14.5) 
Residential Contractors 48 (54.5) 16 (18.2) 18 (20.4) 5 ( 5.7) 
Nonresidential Contractors 12 (13.9) 23 (26.7) 33 (38.4) 16 (18.6) 
DIY/Remodeling Markets 13 (15.5) 19 (22.6) 28 (33.3) 17 (20.2) 

Southern Resdon 

Modular Builders 5 ( 9.4) 1 ( 1. 9) 5 ( 9.4) 12 (22.6) 
Residential Contractors 40 (61.5) 9 (13.8) 10 (15.3) 6 ( 9.2) 
Nonresidential Contractor 11 (18.0) 12 (19. 7) 19 (31.1) 16 (26.2) 
DIY/Reaodeling Markets 10 (15.9) 10 (15.9) 25 (39.7) 10 (15.9) 

Northeastern Region 

Modular Builders 0 ( 0.0) 3 (12.5) 2 ( 8.3) l ( 4.2)" 
Residential Contractors 11 (44.0) 5 (20.0) 7 (28.0) l ( 4.0) 
Nonresidential Contractor 4 (16.0) 6 (24.0) 9 (36.0) 4 (16.0) 
DIY/Remodeling Markets 2 ( 8.3) l ( 4.2) 12 (50.0) 5 (20.8) 

Western Region 

Modular Builders 0 ( 0.0) 3 (12.0) 3 (12. 0) 4 (16.0) 
Residential Contractors 17 (68.0) 4 (16.0) 3 (12.0) l ( 4.0) 
Nonresidential Contractor 4 (16.0) 3 (12.0) 8 (32.0) 8 (32.0) 
DIY/Remodeling Markets 3 (12.0) 4 (16.0) 10 (40.0) 4 (16.0) 

Total U.S. 

Modular Builders 9 ( 4.9) 10 ( 5.4) 17 ( 9.2) 29 (15.7) 
Residential Contractors 116 (57 .1) 34 (16.7) 38 (18.7) 13 ( 6.4) 
Nonresidential Contractor 31 (15.7) 44 (22.3) 69 (35.0) 44 (22.3) 
DIY/Remodeling Markets 28 (14.3) 34 (17.3) 75 (38.3) 36 (18.4) 

aFrequencies baaed on total regional responses for each end user category. 
bRow response frequencies may not equate to 100, due to rounding. 

Not At All 
Important 

5 

-~-
57 (68.7) 

1 ( 1.1) 
2 ( 2.3) 
7 ( 8.3) 

30 (56.6) 
0 ( 0.0) 
3 ( 4.9) 
8 (12.7) 

18 (75.0) 
l ( 4.0) 
2 ( 8.0) 
4 (16.7) 

15 (60. 0) 
0 ( 0.0) 
2 ( 8.0) 
4 (16.0) 

120 (64.9) 
2 ( 1.0) 
9 ( 4.6) 

23 ( 11. 7) 

Mean 
Score 

4.38 
1.81 
2.68 
2.83 

4.15 
1.72 
2.80 
2.94 

4.42 
2.04 
2.76 
3.33 

4.24 
1.52 
3.04 
3.08 

4.30 
1.77 
2.77 
2.96 
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TABLE 4.-SU1111l1ary of ideal structural panel attributes, as perceived by building supply 
retailers. 

South 

Strength/Stiffness 18 
Low Priced 13 
Product Uniformity (Surface/Thickness) 19 
Dimensionally Stable 14 
Durable 6 
Moisture Resistant (Weatherability) 8 
Maximize Performance/Quality 4 
Eliminate DelBJ1ination 5 
Light Weight 4 
Workable (ie. Nailing, Cutting) 6 
Favorable Appearance 3 
Eliminate Core Voids 6 
Improve Span Ratings 4 
Skid Resistant Surface 5 
Smooth Surface 3 
Increase Availability (small quantities) 1 
Increase Use Of Edge Sealant 4 
Increase Density 2 
Improve Profit Margins 2 
Maximize Impact Resistance 

Regional Response Totals 

North Northeast West 
Central 

31 9 10 
28 10 10 
14 7 7 
21 3 4 
15 3 7 
10 3 1 
13 3 1 

7 2 1 
6 2 2 
4 1 2 
5 1 4 
5 1 
2 2 3 
2 1 1 
5 
4 2 

2 
3 

1 
1 1 

68 
61 
47 
42 
31 
22 
21 
15 
14 
13 
13 
12 
11 
9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
3 
2 

aRespondents are represented in more than one item response category (response total: 167). 
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TABLE 5.-AssesSlllent of product/c0111PBDY attributes iD terms of their degree of importance to 
the retailer when com1iderinl{ which particular OSB/waferboard brand to purchase. 

Response (Response Frequency)a 

Extremely Not At All 
Important Important Important Mean 

l 2 3 4 5 Score 
_,_ _,_ _,_ -,- _,_ 

Product Attributes 

Price 120 (55.8)b 48 (22.3) 43 (20.0) 4 ( 1.9) 0 ( 0.0) 1.68 
Durability 73 (35.1) 66 (31. 7) 55 (26.4) 7 ( 3.4) 7 ( 3.4) 2.08 
Strength/Stiffness 61 (29.5) 66 (31.9) 67 (32.4) 7 ( 3.4) 6 ( 2.9) 2.18 
Dimensional Stability 67 (32.7) 60 (29.3) 55 (26.8) 15 ( 7.3) 8 ( 3. 9) 2.20 
Quality/Performance 62 (29.9) 60 (29.0) 56 (27.0) 14 ( 6.8) 15 ( 7.2) 2.32 
Surface Uniformity 51 (24.5) 62 (29.8) 63 (30.3) 21 (10.1) 11 ( 5.3) 2.42 
Impact Resistance 18 ( 8.9) 31 (15.3) 82 (40.6) 51 (25.2) 20 ( 9.9) 3.12 
Panel Weight 11 ( 5.4) 21 (10.3) 64 (31.4) 73 (35.8) 35 (17.2) 3.49 

Manufacturer Attributes 

Product Availability 105 (53.0) 60 (30.3) 28 (14.1) 2 ( 1.0) 3 ( 1.5) 1.68 
Service Support 88 (44.7) 54 (27.4) 38 (19.3) 14 ( 7.1) 3 ( 1.5) 1.93 
Company Reputation 43 (21.4) 62 (30.8) 61 (30.3) 16 ( 8.0) 19 ( 9.4) 2.53 
Sales Support/Financial 28 (14. 7) 42 (22.0) 50 (26.2) 48 (25.1) 23 (12.0) 2.98 

Incentives 
Brand Name 20 (10.2) 36 (18.4) 63 (32.1) 47 (24.0) 30 (15.3) 3.16 
Depth Of Product Line 16 ( 8.2) 38 (19.4) 61 (31.1) 53 (27.0) 28 (14.3) 3.20 
Promotional Support 13 ( 6.8) 29 (15.3) 57 (30.0) 57 (30.0) 34 (17.9) 3.37 

arrequenciea based on total responses for each item category. 
bRow response frequencies may not equate to 10°' due to rounding. 
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TABLE 6.-Retailers' attitudes concerning statements related to the effectiveness of branding 
concepts and conslJl/ler preference/awsreness. 

The OSB/waferboard purchasing decision 
by retailers is primarily a function 
of price, 

The professional contractors purchase 
decision involving an OSB/waferboard panel 
is primarily a function of price. 

Plywood and OSB/waferboard panel products 
are being used interchangeably by 
professional contractors/builders. 

Most DIY customers have a strong 
preference for plywood over that of 
OSB/waferboard products. 

Strongly 

Responses 
(Response Frequency)a 

Neither 
Agree 

Disagree Disagree Nor Agree 
Disagree 

-2 -1 0 1 

14 32 25 95 
( 6.6)b (15.1) ( 11. 8) (44.8) 

6 35 25 101 
2.9) (16.7) ( 11.9) ( 48.1) 

12 38 24 112 
( 5. 6) (17.8) (11. 3) (52.6) 

5 54 50 80 
( 2.4) (25.6) (23.7) (37.9) 

a Frequency based on total responses for each i tea category. 
bRow response -frequencies may not equate to 100lli; due to rounding. 

Strongly Mean 
Agree Score 

2 

46 .60 
(21. 7) 

43 .67 
(20.5) 

27 .50 
(12.7) 

22 .28 
(10.4) 



TABLE 7. --SU1111Dary of retailers' perceptions pertaining to the one product class category that best satisfies a series of 
desil{nated attributes. 

Regional Responses [Total Frequencies]a 
Oriented No 

Waferboerd OSB Waferboard Plywood Difference 

NC s NB w NC s NB w NC s NB w NC s NB w NC s NE w 

Cheapest 89 45 27 17 l 13 3 7 0 1 l 2 2 4 0 2 0 2 2 0 
(82Jb [ 11] [ 2) [ 4) ( 2) 

Strongest/Stiffest 1 5 0 1 47 30 8 11 2 4 0 3 38 22 17 10 3 2 4 1 
( 3) (46) ( 4) (42) [ 5] 

Most Durable 3 10 1 l 48 31 7 3 4 6 l 2 28 15 15 18 5 l 4 2 
[ 7) [43) ( 6) (37) [ 6] 

Highest Surface Uniformity l 16 2 8 58 26 14 10 5 5 l 3 14 12 6 5 9 4 5 1 
[13] (53] [ 7) [18) [ 9] 

...;i 
Greatest Dimensional Stability 1 11 2 4 43 27 6 6 2 2 0 l 34 15 12 14 4 6 5 2 01 

( 9) (42] ( 2) (38) ( 9) I 
I 

Greatest Impact Resistance 2 7 l 2 38 22 6 6 3 4 0 2 29 26 17 14 8 4 2 0 
( 6) (37) [ 5) (45) [ 7) 

Lightest Weight (Bquivelent Thickness) 16 12 3 4 0 6 2 0 2 2 l 0 59 33 13 21 8 6 8 l 
(18) ( 4) ( 2) (64) [12) 

Generates Highest Profit Margin 23 16 3 8 21 12 3 5 7 3 3 2 18 15 9 7 18 17 6 6 
[25] (20) ( 7] (24] [23) 

Ranke Highest On Performance/Quality 3 8 0 3 51 27 6 5 4 5 1 3 23 17 19 14 5 3 4 2 
Basie ( 7) (44) ( 6] (36) [ 7) 

arrequenciee based on total responses for each attribute category. 
bRow response frequencies may not equate to 100, due to rounding. 
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TABLE 8.-SUllllllary of retailers suggested improvements, designed to increase OSB/waferboard 
sales. 

Regional Response Totalsa 
Suggested Improvements South North Northeast West Totals 

Central 

Increase Promotional/Marketing Support 5 19 4 5 33 
Improve Dimensional Stability 5 5 2 1 13 
Reduce Price (Increase Differential With Plywood) 4 5 3 1 13 
Increase Weatherability (Moisture Resistance) 4 4 1 9 
Increase Durability (ie. Flaking, Splintering) 1 l 4 6 
Improve Tolerances Across Brands (ie. Thickness, 3 2 l 6 

Unifona Span Rating System, Match For T&G) 
Increase Strength/Stiffness l 3 l 5 
Manufacturer Anti-Slip Surface 2 l l 1 5 
Edge Seal All Reconstituted Products 1 2 1 4 
Need More Variations In Panel Dimensions/Sizes l l l 3 
Improve Product Appearance 2 1 3 
Increase Competitive Product Availability 3 3 
Manufacture A Lighter Product 1 1 
Improve Surface Smoothness 1 1 
Nail Holding Capabilities Need To Be Increased l l 
No Improvements Are Necessary 3 5 2 10 

•Respondents may be represented in aore than one category (respondent total: 101). 
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TABLE 9.-SU111111BrJ' of' retailers' perceptions concerning the prilllary areas of' consumer 
dissatisfaction lrfitb OSB/lrfaferboard product lines. 

Regional Response Totals 8 

South North Northeast West 
Central 

Dimensionally Unstable (ie. Swelling) 12 20 10 9 
Consuaer Not Understanding Appropriate Ind Use 7 18 6 4 

(ie. Confusing With Particleboard) 
Surf'ace Is Too Slippery 12 6 1 4 
Poor Product Durability (ie. Flaking) 8 6 3 3 
Product Is Too Heavy 5 6 1 5 
Difficult To Work With (ie, Nailing, Sawing) 3 2 3 3 
Rough Surface (Painting, Staining Difficult, 5 4 1 

Cannot Lay Hardwood Flooring On It) 
Different Brands Do Not Match (ie. Thickness 1 3 3 

Variations, T&G Joint Variations) 
Product Too Rigid For Roofing Applications 3 1 l l 
Improvements in Panel Strength (ie, Sagging) 5 1 
Large Variance In Panel Construction Quality 1 1 

Between Manufacturers 
Product Too Expensive l 
Consumers Are Satisfied With The Product 7 5 2 

• Respondents -Y be represented in 110re than one category (respondent total: 159), 

Totals 

51 
35 

23 
20 
17 
11 
10 

7 

6 
6 
2 

l 
14 



BRAND NAMING EFFECTIVENESS IN THE RECONSTITUTED STRUCTURAL 
PANEL MARKETPLACE 

Abstract 

North American reconstituted structural panel producers and U.S. 

building supply retailers were surveyed in order to assess the 

effectiveness of manufacturers' brand naming practices. Forty-four 

percent of the responding retailers agreed that branding assisted in 

promoting the sale of structural panel products. Approximately 46% of 

the retailers suggested panel quality was more consistent when a brand 

name was associated with the product. However, the overall 

effectiveness of manufacturers' branding policies can be questioned. 

Brand awareness measurements, compiled at the retail level, were not 

overly impressive. Both building supply retailers and manufacturers 

contended that the variety of different OSB/waferboard brand names 

confused the consumer as to the appropriate end use of the product. 

Less than 33% of the producers agreed that an individual branding 

strategy assisted their firm in controlling a more stable consumer base. 

Only 35% of the retailers surveyed asserted that branding increased 

buyer preference, while only 32% agreed that the respective brands their 

firm carried actually attracted a loyal customer base. Both 

manufacturers (54%) and retailers (68%) agreed that the end users' 

purchase decision was primarily a function of price. Price and product 

availability ranked statistically above all other attributes in terms of 

their importance to the retailers' OSB/waferboard purchasing decision. 

-- 78 -
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Introduction 

The primary focus of marketing for many forest products concerns 

has centered on the generation of volume sales and the pursuit of cost 

effectiveness in product distribution (Rich 1979). The structural panel 

industry, characterized primarily by large scale producers of conunodity 

products (ie. plywood), has traditionally relied on this production 

oriented marketing approach. However, the with emergence of 

reconstituted structural panel products (ie. oriented 

strandboard/waferboard), the industry appears to be changing its 

production oriented marketing philosophy by adopting brand naming 

strategies for its OSB/waferboard lines. 

A review of secondary information provided considerable insight 

into branding strategies/practices on a consumer goods level (Park et. 

al. 1986, Keon 1983, Traylor 1981, Smith and Lusck 1976, Kraft et al. 

1973, Fry 1967, Tucker 1964, Gardner and Levy 1955). In contrast, only 

a limited amount of published work was uncovered pertaining to the 

branding of industrial products (Saunders and Watt 1979, Hill et. al. 

1975, Lehmann and O'Shaughnessy 1974), while even less was available 

concerning the branding of primary wood products (Anon 1965, Kelleher 

1985). No literature was located regarding OSB/waferboard branding 

policies or practices. 

Branding is a procedure a firm follows in developing, researching 

and implementing its brands. A brand name identifies the product and 

services of a seller, and serves to differentiate them from that of 

their competitors (Evans et al. 1982). A brand should infer something 

of a product's worth while facilitating trade and promoting efficiency 
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in the market. Successful branding strategies assist in establishing a 

product's position, insulating the brand from competition (Oxenfeldt and 

Swann 1964), while enhancing the product line's market performance (Park 

et.al. 1986, Wind 1982). R.J. Markin (1979) contended that the essence 

of a branding strategy is to market a brand so as to cultivate and 

maintain consumer awareness. 

Effective use of branding techniques depends on a multitude of 

factors, including the extent to which the product is distinctive when 

compared to competing brands (Rewoldt et al. 1977). A key condition 

for profitable product branding is that the demand for the product class 

be substantial enough to support a marketing program and stable enough 

to ensure that the selling price will provide a profit margin that 

satisfies the additional cost of promotion (McCarthy 1978). A 

successful branding strategy should contribute to the establishment of a 

powerful bargaining position with retailers and distributors, due to 

better market acceptance, assurance of quality levels, higher profit 

margins, and the benefits associated with manufacturers' marketing 

efforts (Lazer and Culley 1983). 

Market analyst contend that a successful branding strategy assists 

manufacturers in segmenting the market, enabling them to create a 

distinctive image in order to carve out a market niche to provide a 

foundation for price differentiation. Louisiana-Pacific recognized 

this, stressing in their 1984 annual report that selling their 

reconstituted structural panel line strictly as a commodity building 

material would limit potential profit margins. Consumer preference is 

another benefit afforded by a successful branding strategy. A branding 
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policy should give the producer the opportunity to attract and retain a 

set of consumers whose repeat purchases give the firm more sales 

stability and long run profit. If repeat purchasing can be promoted, 

consumer vulnerability to competitor promotional activity can be 

reduced. 

However, there are a number of limitations associated with the 

introduction of a branding strategy. In most instances, substantial 

amounts of promotional resources are required to build a strong brand 

image. Rewoldt et. al. (1977), concluded that a new product that is not 

distinctive and affords no superior qualities over competing brands, 

offers only a mediocre opportunity for an individual brand name. Jones 

(1964) asserted that branding is most effective when the product the 

brand represents possess actual qualities that disting"llish it from 

competing goods. 

The intention of this research study is to investigate the 

effectiveness of manufacturers' branding policies at the retail building 

supply level. In satisfying this objective, the article examines 

several of the market indices previously mentioned in an attempt to 

assess the impact producers' branding practices have on the structural 

panel market. 
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Methodology 

Due to the lack of documented literature concerning the 

effectiveness of manufacturer's OSB/waferboard branding policies, 

primary data collection was deemed necessary and comprised the bulk of 

the research effort. The collection and evaluation of primary data was 

segmented into two distinct phases; the producer and the building supply 

retailer. 

Sample Frame 

Phase I 

The nineteen North American wood products concerns listed below 

were identified as producers of OSB/waferboard products in 1985. 

Manufacturers with production 
facilities in the U.S. 

Louisiana-Pacific 
Georgia-Pacific 
Potlatch 
Weyerhaeuser 
Blandin Wood Products 
Northwood Pulp & Timber 
Martin Lumber Company 
J.M. Huber 
Temple-Eastex 
Oregon Strandboard 

Manufacturers with production 
facilities in Canada 

MacMillan Bloedel Ltd. 
Weldwood (U.S. Plywood) 
Pelican Spruce Mills Ltd. 
Waferboard Corporation 
Grant Waferboard 
Great Lakes Forest Products 
Nonnick Perron Inc. 
Mallette Waferboard 
Forex-Leroy Inc. 

Data collection efforts were directed to each of the 19 producers 

using a telephone interview/mail survey combination. The telephone 

interview served to maximize response rates while the mail survey 

portion of the research instrument was designed to secure data from more 

thought provoking questions. Each North American OSB/waferboard 

manufacturer participated in both the telephone and mail surveys. 
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Phase II 

This phase of the research effort focused on building supply 

retailers from each of the 50 states. Buyers for the retail firms were 

randomly selected by sampling from The 1985 Directory of Home Center 

Operators & Hardware Chains (Friedman 1985). The directory provided a 

current, comprehensive listing of 6,185 home center/building material 

retail concerns, which control 14,482 building supply facilities. 

A mail survey served as the vehicle for primary data collection. 

This method was considered to be the most efficient and cost effective 

means of securing data distributed over a broad geographical base, while 

affording the respondents a high degree of anonymity. A pretest was 

administered to 50 randomly selected retailers prior to mailing the 

final draft. After reviewing the pretest, the research instrument was 

revised and mailed to those firms comprising the sample. A follow-up 

questionaire was distributed three weeks after the initial mailing to 

those retailers identified as nonrespondents. 

A stratified random sample of 1350 retailers was selected from the 

directory. Four strata were formulated by proportionately distributing 

the research instrument to each of four regions defined by U.S. Census 

bureau boundaries (Figure 1), based on the percentage of the total 

number of firms in each region. Surveys were then proportionately 

distributed to each state. Stratified random sampling was deemed 

necessary due to geographic and demographic bias, introduced by higher 

market penetration rates and higher concentration levels of 

OSB/waferboard manufacturing facilities in the North Central region. 
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Three-hundred and ninety-six surveys were returned, resulting in a 

30% response rate after adjusting for undeliverable questionnaires. 

Usable regional response rates varied considerably, with the Western 

region achieving the highest response rate (35%), followed by the North 

Central (33%), Southern (26%), and Northeastern (23%) regions. 

Respondents 

Manufacturer 

North American OSB/waferboard productive capacity equated to 5,440 

million ft 2 (3/8" basis). Productive capacity by firm ranged from 1.18 

billion ft 2 to 22 million ft 2 • U.S. facilities accounted for roughly 

67% of the 1985 North American capacity. It is important to note, 

especially when examining market penetration and brand awareness levels, 

that the top three U.S. manufacturers produced 56% of the total U.S. 

output, and contributed to 44% of the total North American productive 

capacity in 1985. 

Manufacturers categorized reconstituted structural panel products 

on the basis of physical properties/composition (i.e. flake arrangement, 

flake size, and individual flake/strand geometry). Fifty-eight percent 

of the reconstituted structural panel manufacturers produced a 

waferboard product, while 42% manufactured oriented strandboard (OSB) 

and 26% an oriented waferboard. Four of these North American companies 

manufactured both an oriented and nonoriented waferboard line and one 

firm produced both OSB and a waferboard product. 

Considerable effort was made to ensure that the questionnaires were 

completed by an individual responsible for formulating and implementing 

strategic marketing policies for their firm's OSB/waferboard product 
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lines. All respondents indicated that they held upper level 

marketing/management positions and were active participants in the 

decision making process concerning their firm's reconstituted panel 

line. For example, 84% of the respondents were directly involved in 

formulating both pricing and target market strategies. Seventy-eight 

percent of the survey participants also indicated that their 

marketing/management responsibilities included formulating product 

positioning, advertising, and distribution strategies for their firm's 

reconstituted structural panel line. 

Retailer 

The majority of retailers targeted by this research effort were 

established building material suppliers of moderate size. Sixty-seven 

percent of the respondents grossed less than $5,000,000 in 1985. Only 

7% of the retailers sampled exceeded $20,000,000 in gross sales. 

Ninety-two percent of the 386 respondents carried a structural 

panel product line (ie. plywood, OSB/waferboard, structural 

particleboard). Of those retail building supply firms carrying a 

structural panel product, 96% stocked plywood, while 79% carried a 

reconstituted line (ie. waferboard 63%, oriented strandboard 55%, 

oriented waferboard 20%). Retail stocking frequencies for OSB/waferboard 

products were highest in the North Central region and lowest in the 

West. 

An effort was made to ascertain the magnitude of importance 

retailers assigned to the individual product classes comprising the 

structural panel market. Respondents evaluated four product groups; 

plywood, oriented strandboard, waferboard, and oriented waferboard, in 
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tenns of the volume of sales each generated. Plywood was perceived by 

retailers as retaining the highest relative importance level, followed 

by oriented strandboard and nonoriented waferboard. 

Market Penetration 

Before an accurate assessment of market penetration levels can be 

compiled, geographic distribution patterns for manufacturers' product 

lines must be defined. Seventy-four percent of the producers 

distributed their reconstituted panel line in the Northeast, while 63% 

of the manufacturers distributed in the North Central and Southern 

regions. Only 21% of the producers sold their product line in the West. 

Market share estimates, compiled in terms of retail stocking 

frequency, were then examined for each of the manufacturer's respective 

OSB/waferboard product offerings (Table 1). Forty-six percent of the 

225 responding retailers sold WaferwoodR, a Louisiana-Pacific product, 

while 36% stocked Georgia-Pacific's line. Geographic distribution of 

the individual brands was analyzed by segmenting retail stocking data 

into designated regional boundaries. Louisiana-Pacific's dominance in 

the West can be readily observed, with 85% of the retailers that stock a 

reconstituted panel, choosing to carry the WaferwoodR brand. Also note 

that 58% of the retailers in the North Central region sold OxboardR, a 

Potlatch product, while over 50% of the respondents in the South and 

Northeast carried a Georgia-Pacific line. 

In order to provide additional support for regional market 

penetration results, retailers were requested to identify the single 

product line that represented the largest portion of their total 

reconstituted structural panel dollar sales volume. Results, summarized 
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in Table 2, revealed that Louisiana-Pacific was mentioned with highest 

overall frequency (27%), while Georgia-Pacific and Weyerhaeuser 

followed, with 16% apiece. Note again Louisiana-Pacific's dominance in 

the Western region, Georgia-Pacific's influence in the South and 

Potlatch and Weyerhaeuser's position in the North Central region. 

Upon close examination of the data displayed in Tables 1 and 2, 

note the highlighted regional response frequencies associated with each 

of the corresponding manufacturers. These highlighted response 

frequencies are categorized under the single region designated by 

manufacturers as their respective firm's primary target market. 

Manufacturers' target market emphasis should be taken into consideration 

when evaluating regional market penetration and brand awareness levels. 

For example, the Potlatch representative asserted that distribution 

networks and corporate marketing efforts primarily serviced North 

Centrally based building suppliers, which partially explains Potlatch's 

sizable market share in this region. 

Selection Criteria 

Retailers identified the selection criteria used in deciding which 

particular reconstituted structural panel product to stock. Response 

frequencies were then compared against manufacturers perceptions 

regarding the primary factors contributing to retailer brand preference 

(Table 3). Approximately 53% of the responding retailers reported that 

price was a primary reason for choosing to carry a particular brand. 

Other factors receiving a high level of priority among retailers, were 

product availability (44%), overall performance (30%), consumer 

preference (23%) and service support (6%}. 
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Retailers' attitudes, concerning brand selection criteria, deviated 

from manufacturers' perceptions (based on response frequency) regarding 

factors contributing to brand preference. Manufacturers reported the 

performance/quality rationale most frequently (79%), followed by 

competitive pricing (53%), service (37%), product availability (26%) and 

product reliability (26%). 

Product Promotion 

Before the effectiveness of manufacturers' strategic branding 

practices can be accurately assessed, producers' promotional policies 

should be examined. The first step involved evaluating the importance 

manufacturers' assign to OSB/waferboard target market segments, in terms 

of promotional emphasis. Mean scores were compiled for each market 

segment by averaging item scores (derived from a five point Lickert 

scale) across respondents. From a promotional standpoint, the retail 

market was perceived by manufacturers as being the most important. After 

verifying the importance of the retailer segment to manufacturer 

promotional efforts, the type of promotional support being provided was 

examined. Approximately 95% of the producers indicated they supplied 

retailers with some form of sales literature, designed to advertise 

their respective brands. Over 73% of the manufacturers, reported 

providing retailers with technical sales support. Other forms of 

promotional support included: training seminars (47%), advertisement 

master copies (42%), co-op ad programs (16%), in-store displays (16%), 

monetary incentives (10%), and quantity discounts (10%). 

Conflicting results were observed when promotional support 

programs/incentives rendered by manufacturers were compared to those 
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promotional services actually received by the retailer. Table 4 reveals 

that 48% of the 237 responding retailers receive some form of 

promotional literature from the manufacturer. Approximately 34% of the 

retailers, acknowledged they received quantity discounts, while only 4% 

indicated monetary incentives were provided. It should be noted that 

35% of the retailers reportedly received no promotional support from 

manufacturers. 

The methods producers employed in measuring the effectiveness of 

their OSB/waferboard promotional efforts were identified. Sales was 

considered, by 74% of the respondents, to be a primary indicator of 

promotional success. Market share, profit margins, and data derived 

from consumer research were other methods used by producers to monitor 

the effectiveness of their promotional programs. However, five firms 

asserted that no efforts were made to analyze the effectiveness of their 

promotional campaigns. 

Retailers perceptions regarding the accuracy of the manufacturers' 

promotional campaigns were assessed. Only 15% of the respondents 

disagreed with the statement that claims made by the producers about 

their brands were consistent with the product's actual performance 

(Table 5). Regional variations, pertaining to respondents mean 

agreement/disagreement levels, were analyzed by employing a one-way 

analysis of variance 1 at the 5% significance level. The null hypothesis 

could not be rejected (p>.25), suggesting that there was insufficient 

evidence to conclude that regional differences in mean scores existed. 
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Branding Effectiveness 

After reviewing manufacturer/retailer demographics, market share 

estimates, and promotional strategies, efforts turned toward examining 

the effectiveness of manufacturers branding practices. In satisfying 

this objective five market indicators (ie. brand awareness, brand 

comprehension, brand preference, promotional success, and pricing 

considerations), generally associated with successful branding 

strategies, were examined from a manufacturer/retailer perspective. 

Brand Awareness 

The essence of a brand strategy is to produce and market a brand so 

that it subsequently ends up in the consumer's awareness set (Markin 

1979). Brand awareness, a critical variable in the purchasing decision, 

provides one measure of the effectiveness of a promotional campaign. 

Therefore, brand awareness measurements were compiled for the various 

OSB/waferboard product lines at the retail level by employing both 

unaided and aided recall techniques (Churchill 1983). 

Brand awareness measurements (unaided recall approach) were 

conducted by requesting that retailers identify the producer and 

corresponding brand name (if one existed) associated with each 

OSB/waferboard line their firm carried. Results, summarized on a 

regional basis in Table 6, suggest that of the 55 retailers carrying the 

Potlatch line in the North Central region, 80% correctly associated the 

OxboardR brand with the producer. Only 23% of the North Central based 

respondents carrying WaferwoodR, a Louisiana-Pacific line, correctly 

identified both the brand name and panel producer. In the South, 

Northwood Mill's product, NorbordR, achieved the highest level of brand 
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awareness, with 78% of the retailers making the correct associations. 

Brand awareness in the Northeast appeared to be greatest for the U.S. 

Plywood brand, WeldbordR, as was also the case in the West, where 100% 

of the respondents selling the product correctly identified the brand 

and manufacturer. 

In reviewing these results, note the highlighted response frequency 

categories denoting manufacturers' regional target market emphasis. 

Target market emphasis may or may not influence brand awareness levels 

which are largely dependent on a producer's allocation of promotional 

resources. 

An aided recall approach, designed to evaluate the level of brand 

awareness, prompted retailers by asking them to correctly match a series 

of brand names to the corresponding producer. Results, sununarized in 

Table 7, revealed that 59% of the 170 participants correctly associated 

the OxboardR brand with the Potlatch product line. The top producer, 

Louisiana-Pacific, recorded a brand awareness level of 45%. Divergence 

between brand name and corporate identity prevailed, to a limited 

extent, between a number of brands. For example, 10% of the respondents 

incorrectly associated Georgia-Pacific with Louisiana-Pacific's 

WaferwoodR brand. 

Brand Comprehension 

Brand comprehension, denoted by Howard (1963) as a measure of a 

buyer's brand awareness and an understanding of the brand in terms of 

its product class, was also studied from a retailers perspective. Brand 

comprehension was measured by requesting the retailer to correctly 

identify the product class (oriented strandboard, oriented waferboard, 
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or waferboard) associated with each brand previously identified. Only 

5% of the 95 retailers responding in the North Central region 

incorrectly identified the product class with a brand or manufacturer. 

Retailers in the Western region exhibited the highest level of brand 

comprehension, with 96% of the 27 respondents making the correct 

association. Survey participants in the Northeast (91% of 34 responses) 

ranked lowest, while 93% of the 69 respondents in the South made correct 

associations. 

Brand Preference 

D.W. Cranins et. al. (1980) asserted that a favorable brand image 

assists manufacturers in drawing their products through the channels of 

distribution by establishing consumer preference. Additionally, a sharp 

brand image, created in the consumer's mind, protects unique product 

qualities that serve to differentiate product lines and reduce customer 

vulnerability to competitor promotional campaigns (Rewoldt, Scott, and 

Warshaw 1977). While 68% of the OSB/waferboard manufacturers contended 

that branding their product line did indeed provide a higher degree of 

protection from competitors, only 30% of the producers agreed that an 

individual branding strategy assisted their firm in controlling a more 

stable consumer base (Table 8). 

Results pertaining to brand preference at the retail level were 

equally unimpressive, with only 35% of the respondents reporting that 

branding increased.buyer preference for OSB/waferboard products. In 

addition, only 32% of the retail participants agreed that the particular 

OSB/waferboard brands their firm sold attracted a loyal consumer base 

(i.e. difficult to substitute a competitive brand). A significant 
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regional difference in mean attitudinal scores for the previous 

statement could not be detected using a one-way analysis of variance 

(p >.25). 

Factors contributing to retailers' preference for a specific 

product line were also examined in terms of a brand's position in 

reference to a particular characteristic. The Potlatch line was 

perceived by respondents in the North Central region to be the most 

expensive (60%)., yet most preferred (by professional contractors) 

reconstituted structural panel on the market. Table 9 suggests that, 

with the exception of the North Central region, (where Weyerhaeuser 

prevailed with a response frequency high of 31%), retailers regarded 

Louisiana-Pacific's oriented waferboard/waferboard line to be preferred 

most among DIY consumers. 

Retailer preference was also examined from an individual brand 

performance/quality perspective, as summarized in Table 10. Item scores 

were compiled for each manufacturer's product line by summing the 

products of numerical values, assigned in the order of decreasing 

magnitude (ie. three to one), to brands retailers perceived as ranking 

from first to third. Approximately 48% of the respondents operating in 

the North Central region, ranked the Potlatch line highest on a 

performance quality basis (rank score of 149). StructurwoodR, a 

Weyerhaeuser line, ranked a distant second (rank score of 91). No 

single OSB/waferboard product line dominated on a performance quality 

basis in the South, with Louisiana-Pacific ranking only slightly higher 

(rank score of 60) than Georgia-Pacific (rank score of 57), as was also 

the case in the Northeast (mean scores of 23 and 22 respectively). In 
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the West, 45% of the respondents ranked Louisiana-Pacific's panel 

product first, surpassing Pelican Spruce Mill's brand by 14% (rank score 

basis). 

Promotional Success 

A number of weaknesses were detected in manufacturers' branding 

policy, when examined in terms of promotional success. Seventy-three 

percent of the manufacturers questioned contended that the variety of 

different OSB/waferboard brand names confused the consumer as to the 

product's appropriate end use. 

Retailers' perceptions regarding consumer discontent revealed that 

customer confusion was prevalent due to the end users' difficulty in 

understanding the product's appropriate end use. Retailers perceived 

this problem stemmed partially from customers incorrectly associating 

OSB/waferboard end uses to that of particleboard. The notion of 

consumer confusion being perpetuated by manufacturers' branding 

practices received additional support when 56% of the responding 

retailers agreed that the different OSB/waferboard brand names confused 

the DIY consumer as to the products' appropriate structural end uses. 

Significant regional differences were detected between mean 

agreement/disagreement scores for the previous statement (.OOl<p<.01) 

and the FSD procedure applied. Results suggest that respondents in the 

North Central region were in greater agreement with the preceding 

statement, than retailers from the other designated regions. 

Pricing Considerations 

The final element used to evaluate the success of manufacturers' 

branding policies was the impact branding practices had on pricing 
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flexibility. Evans and Berman (1982) asserted that price comparisons 

were reduced as consumers perceived brand distinctiveness. Nickels 

(1984) contended that consumers have learned to rely on reputable brand 

named products and will consistently pass up lower priced, off brand 

goods. However, with the exception of the Potlach and Weyerhaeuser 

brands, this apparently is not the case, for the retail OSB/waferboard 

market segment. Only 33% of the manufacturers questioned agreed that 

branding their OSB/waferboard line afforded them a higher degree of 

pricing flexibility. In addition, only 27% of the responding retailers 

agreed that branding provided them a greater degree of pricing 

flexibility. 

Both manufacturers (54%) and retailers (68%) agreed that the end 

users purchase decision was primarily a function of price. Sixty-seven 

percent of the responding retailers contended that their decision to 

purchase an OSB/waferboard line from a manufacturer or independent 

wholesaler was also primarily a function of price. Price and product 

availability, statistically (employing an ANOVA and FSD procedure, with 

p<.001), ranked above all other product/company attributes in terms of 

their importance to the retailers' OSB/waferboard purchasing decision. 

Discussion 

Branding Benefits 

While there appears to be a number of limitations associated with 

the branding of reconstituted structural panel products, a few potential 

benefits were uncovered. Approximately 44% of the responding retailers 

agreed that a brand name assisted in promoting the sale of structural 
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panel products (Table 8). Forty-six percent of the retailers indicated 

that OSB/waferboard panel quality was more consistent when a brand name 

was associated with the product. Nickels (1984) confirmed the 

importance of this relationship between consistent quality and brand 

name, contending that a brand serves as a symbol of quality for buyers, 

assuring them that a products value will be consistent. Roselus (1971) 

also supports this claim, suggesting that a brand name evokes a 

favorable response and ranks high as a risk reliever for the consumer. 

Branding Limitations 

Several market indicators, previously used in evaluating the 

success of manufacturers' branding practices, were not supportive of 

these policies at the retail level. Although brand awareness levels 

(employing unaided recall measurement techniques) appeared favorable for 

a few producers on a regional basis, namely Potlatch and U.S. Plywood, 

the overall results were disappointing. For example, only 25% of the 

retailers stocking Louisiana-Pacific's product line correctly associated 

the brand name with the manufacturer. This was surprising, considering 

Louisiana-Pacific distributes nationally and coIIllllanded a 32% market 

share in terms of U.S. output in 1985. Also note that brand awareness 

measurements were taken at an intermediate level (buyers for retail 

building supply firms), and a further reduction in brand awareness could 

be expected at the consumer level. 

Survey results suggest that a number of manufacturers attempted to 

develop unique brand images and failed to place enough emphasis on 

educating the end user about basic product attributes and the means of 

identifying them. Thirty-three percent of the responding retailers 
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suggested that a primary area warranting manufacturers' attention was 

the need to increase promotional/marketing support. These results are 

alanning, since it is critical that a new product be individualized in 

ways that are perceived as important by the consumer (Parasuraman 1983). 

If the customer does not perceive or appreciate any actual performance 

benefits, then no amount of ingenious promotion will save the brand. 

Saunders and Watt (1979) reviewed a problem similar to the one 

facing OSB/waferboard manufacturers, where consumer confusion resulted 

from the variety of different brand names being assigned to nearly 

identical product offerings in the man-made fiber market. To overcome 

problems plaguing this seglllent of the textile industry, Saunders and 

Watt (1979) supported a product life cycle approach, suggesting that new 

products be advertised generically in introductory stages. This enables 

the consumer to initially gain insight into the basic product attributes 

afforded by the new product line. Saunders and Watt (1979) also 

contended that promotion of the company image would be more profitable 

than introducing a large number of brand names where little product 

differentiation exists. Hill et. al. (1975) stressed the importance of 

the corporate image and insisted that a company's reputation as a 

reliable supplier of quality products reduces the need to develop and 

promote individual brand images. 

Emphasis on price and availability at the retail level tends to 

suggest that OSB/waferboard products are being sold/purchased on a 

commodity basis (noting the exception of the Potlatch line which was 

perceived as being the most expensive yet most preferred brand). 

Approximately 40% of the retailers questioned indicated that a brand 
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name was not an important consideration when deciding on which 

particular OSB/waferboard product line to purchase. Failure to 

stimulate a stable consumer base (i.e. lack of consumer preference), the 

apparent lack of a successful promotional campaign (as evident with 

retailers perceptions of consumer confusion and brand awareness levels) 

and the heavy dependence on price, suggests the effectiveness of 

manufacturers' branding strategies at the retail level may be somewhat 

less than satisfactory. 

Summary 

This research undertaking summarized manufacturers' and building 

supply retailers' perceptions regarding the promotional effectiveness of 

OSB/waferboard brand naming practices. The retailer was perceived by 

OSB/waferboard producers to be the most important market segment from a 

promotional standpoint, with 79% of the respondents stocking a 

structural panel product choosing to carry an OSB/waferboard line. 

One market share estimate for individual OSB/waferboard product 

lines was compiled on the basis of retail stocking frequencies. 

Approximately 85% of the retailers carrying OSB/waferboard products, 

stocked Louisiana-Pacifies' WaferwoodR brand in the West. Fifty-eight 

percent of the retailers in the North Central region sold the Potlatch 

line, while over 50% of the respondents in the South and Northeast 

carried a Georgia-Pacific panel product. Retailers also detailed the 

selection criteria used in determining which particular OSB/waferboard 

brand to carry. Fifty-three percent of the respondents reported that 

price was a primary consideration in the purchase decision. 

Manufacturers' promotional support policies were also examined. 
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Approximately 95% of the producers provided retailers with sales 

literature designed to advertise their respective brands. Over 73% of 

the firms supplied retailers with technical support, while only 10% used 

monetary and quantity discounts to stimulate sales. In contrast, 48% of 

the retailers actually received promotional sales literature from the 

manufacture, while 34% acquired quantity discounts. A third of the 

retailers questioned suggested that a primary area warranting 

manufacturers attention was the need to increase promotional/marketing 

support. 

Brand awareness measurements, employing both unaided and aided 

recall techniques, were conducted at the retail level. Manufacturers 

recording favorable brand awareness levels were Potlatch (North 

Central), Northwood Mills (South), and U.S. Plywood (Northeast and 

West). Brand comprehension levels were satisfactory, with the 

proportion of retailers correctly associating the product class with the 

brand exceeding 90% in all regions. 

Several market indices used in evaluating the effectiveness of 

manufacturers' OSB/waferboard brand naming strategies were not 

supportive of such a policy at the retail level. Approximately 56% of 

the retailers surveyed agreed that different OSB/waferboard brand names 

confused the DIY consumer as to the products correct structural panel 

applications. Seventy-three percent of the manufacturers also agreed 

that the variety of different OSB/waferboard brand names confused the 

consumer as to the products appropriate end use. Additionally, 40% of 

the retail participants did not consider a brand name to be an important 

factor in their OSB/waferboard purchasing decision. 
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In terms of buyer preference, 30% of the manufacturers agreed that 

an individual branding strategy assisted their firm in controlling a 

more stable consumer base. At the retail level only 35% of the 

respondents reported that branding increased buyer preference for 

OSB/waferboard products, while only 32% of retailers agreed that the 

brand their firm stocked attracted a loyal consumer base. 

Both manufacturers (54%) and retailers (68%) agreed that the end 

users purchase decision was primarily a function of price. Sixty-seven 

percent of the retailers contended that their decision to purchase an 

OSB/waferboard line from a manufacturer or wholesaler was primarily a 

function of price, while 47% of these respondents failed to agree that 

branding afforded a greater degree of pricing flexibility. 
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Footnotes 

Note: 

The criteria used in evaluating the performance of the hypothesis 
tests detailed in this article is based upon the probability of type I 
and type II errors. In accordance with the Neyman-Pearson theory, the 
type I error is more serious than the type II and its probability must 
be controlled (Koopmans 1981). Control is achieved by assigning a 
significance level to the test. A traditional level of .05 was selected 
for each of the tests defined below. For the purposes of this study, a 
.05 significance level adequately satisfies any validity and sensitivity 
concerns which may arise. 

1. The one-way analysis of variance was employed to detect differences 
in the frequency distributions of a measurement variable (interval 
scale) for k=3 or more populations (Koopmans 1981). The assumptions 
underlying the one-way analysis of variance are the following: (1) 
Distributions of the measurement variable of interest for the k 
populations are assumed to be normal. (2) Standard deviations are 
assumed to be equal. (3) The assumption of sampl~to-sample 
independence is made. 

2. The Fisher least significant difference (FSD) method, a 
multiple-comparison procedure, is a two-step process for comparing 
individual pairs of population means. The first step consists of a 
standard one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA), generally carried out 
at the 5% significance level (Koopmans 1981). The second step of 
the procedure is carried out only if Ho is rejected. The second 
step essentially consists of the application of two-sample t tests 
to every pair of means. Means are segmented into different groups 
if Ho is rejected. The assumptions for this test are the same as 
those defined for the ANOVA which provides an initial, simultaneous 
screening of all differences and holds the experimental error rate 
for the FSD procedure very close to the significance level used for 
the ANOVA. 
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Figure !.-Geographic breakdmm of the four regional .111arket seg1Dents as 
defined by the U.S. Census Bureau. 
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TABLE !.-Regional sUllllllary of OSB/waf'erboard product lines stocked by building supply 
retailers•. 

Responses (Frequencies)b.c,d 
North Central South Northeast West Total 

Blandin Wood Products 2'I (28.4)' 11 (15.9) 1 ( 2.9) 1 ( 3.7) 40 (17.8) 
Forex Leroy Inc. 0 ( 0.0) 0 ( 0.0) 0 ( 0.0) 
Georgia-Pacific 23 (24.2) 38 (55.0) 19 (55.9) 1 ( 3.7) 81 (36.0) 
Grant Waferboard 3 ( 3.2) 0 ( 0.0) 2 ( 5.9) 5 ( 2.2) 
Great Lakes Forest Products 5 ( 5.3) 1 ( 1.4) 0 ( 0.0) 6 ( 2.7) 
J.M. Buber 0 ( 0.0) 4 ( 5.8) 5 (14.7) 9 ( 4.0) 
Louisiana-Pacific 39 (41.0) 29 (42.0) 13 (38.2) 23 (85.2) 104 (46.2) 
MacMillian Bloedel Ltd. 19 (20.0) 7 (10.1) 1 (20.6) 3 (11.1) 36 (16.0) 
Mallette Waferboard 1 ( 1.4) 0 ( 0.0) 1 ( 0.4) 
Martin Lumber Co. 6 ( 8. 7) 6 ( 2.7) 
No['lllick Perron Inc. 0(0 ) 0 ( 0.0) 0 ( 0.0) 0 ( 0.0) 
Northwood Mills Ltd. 22 (23.2) 9 (13.0) 4 (11. 8) 3 (11.1) 38 (16.9) 
Oregon Strandboard 5 (18.5) 5 ( 2.2) 
Pelican Spruce Mills 11 (40.1) 11 ( 4.9) 
Potlatch 55 (51.9) 5 ( 7.2) 4 (11.8) 1 ( 3.7) 65 (28.9) 
Temple-Eastex 1 ( 1.4) 5 (14.1) 6 ( 2.7) 
U.S. Plywood 3 ( 3.2) 24 (34.8) 10 (29.4) 5 (18.5) 42 (18. 7) 
Waferboard Corp. 1 ( 2.9) 1 ( 0.4) 
Weyerhaeuser 45 (41.4) 11 (15.9) 8 (23.5) 1 ( 3.7) 65 (28.9) 

aA dashed line denotes a region in which the 111111ufacturer's respective product line waa not 
distributed. 

bFrequencies based on total regional responses (North Central 95; South 69; Northeast 34; 
West 27). 

ccolUIID frequencies do not sua to total regional responses (ie. North Central does not equal 
95) due to multiple responses per respondent and percentages do not sum to 100~ for the 
same reason. 

d( ) = percentages [to be interpreted as, of responding retailers who stock the brand]. 
•Response categories b.igbligbted, designate the single region manufacturers' reportedly 

achieved the largest market share for their respective product line. 
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TABLE 2.-Tbe siD,rle OSB/-ferboard brtJDd that represents the the largest portion of 
iDdividual ~tailers' pa11el sales•. 

Responses (Frequency)b,c,d 
North Central South Northeast West Total 

Blandin Wood Products 5 ( 7.0)' 6 (10.3) 11 ( 6.3) 
Forex LeroY Inc. 0 ( 0.0) 0 ( 0.0) 0 ( 0.0) 0 ( 0.0) 
Georgia-Pacific 3 ( 4.2)" 20 (34.5) 5 (22.7) 28 {16.1) 
Grant Waferboard 2 ( 2.8) 0 ( 0.0) 2 ( 9.1) 4 ( 2.3) 
Great Lakes Forest Products 0 ( 0.0) 0 ( 0.0) 0 ( 0.0) 
J.M. Huber 0 ( 0.0) 2 ( 3.4) 1 ( 4.5) 3 ( 1.7) 
Louisiana-Pacific 9 (12. 7) 15 (25.9) 7 (31.8) 16 (69.6) 47 (27.0) 
MacMillian Bloedel Ltd. 2 ( 2.8) 0 ( 0.0) 3 (13.6) 5 ( 2.9) 
Mallette Waferboard 0 ( 0.0) 0 ( 0.0) 
Martin Lumber Co. 1 ( 1. 7) l ( 0.6) 
Nonaick Perron Inc. 0 ( 0.0) 0 ( 0.0) 0 ( 0.0) 0 ( O.Oj 
Northwood Milla Ltd. 7 ( 9.8) 1 ( 1. 7) 8 ( 4.6) 
Oregon Strandboard 1 ( 4.3) 1 ( 0.6) 
Pelican Spruce Mills 4 (17.4) 4 ( 2.3) 
Potlatch 21 (29.6) 2 ( 3.4) 1 ( 4.5) 24 (13.8) 
Temple-Bastex l ( 1. 7) 0 ( 0.0) l ( 0.6) 
U.S. Plywood l ( 1.4) 6 (10.3) 1 ( 4.5) l ( 4. 3) 9 ( 5.2) 
Waferboard Corp. 0 ( 0.0) 0 ( 0.0) 
Weyerhaeuser 21 (29.6) 4 ( 6.9) 2 ( 9.1) l ( 4.3) 28 (16.l) 

aA dashed line denotes a region in which the manufacturer's respective product line was not 
distributed. 

bFrequencies based on total regional responses (North Central 95; South 69; Northeast 34: 
West 27). 

ccolUIID frequencies -Y not aU11 to lOOi due to rounding. 
d ( ) = percentages [ to be interpreted as i of responding retailers J • 
• Response categories bilblilbted. represent the single region manufacturers reportedly 

achieved the largest market share for their respective product line. 
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TABLE 3.-Actual versus IIIBDufacturers' perceptions of retsilers' bnmd selection criteria. 

Price 
Availability 
Highest Performance/Quality 
Conauaer Preference 
Service Support 
Distribute a Span Rated Panel 
Reliable Product 
Highest Strength/Stiffness 
Anti-Skid Surface 
Weatherability 
Favorable Product Appearance 
Consistent Surface Uniformity 
Satisfactory Profit Margin 
Distribute An Edged Sealed Product 

Response Totalsa (Frequency)b 

Retailer 

92 (52.9) 
76 (43.7) 
53 (30.5) 
40 (23.0) 
11 ( 6.3) 
6 ( 3.4) 
5 ( 2.9) 
4 ( 2.3) 
4 ( 2.3) 
4 ( 2.3) 
3 ( 1. 7) 
2 ( 1.1) 
1 ( 0.6) 
1 ( 0.6) 

Manufacturer 

10 (52.6) 
5 (26.3) 

15 (78.9) 

7 (36.8) 
3 (15.8) 
5 (26.3) 

2 (10.5) 

arotal number of responding retailers (174); responding manufacturers (19), 
bColUIID response frequencies do not BUii to 100~ due to 1111ltiple responses per respondent. 
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TABLE 4.-Proaotionsl prot{r8IIIS provided by OSB/wsferbosrd manufacturers versus pra.otionsl 
support reportedly received by retailers. 

Sales Literature 
Technical Sales Support 
User Training Seminars 
Advertisements (Master Copies) 
Co-op Ad Progr-
In-Store Displays 
Monetary Incentives 
Quantity Discounts 
Sales Discounts 
No Promotional Support 

Response Totalsa (Frequencies)b 

Manufacturer _,_ 
18 (94.7) 
14 (73.7) 
9 (47.4) 
8 (42.1) 
3 (15.8) 
3 (15.8) 
2 (10.5) 
2 (10.5) 
0 ( 0.0) 
1 ( 5.3) 

Retailer 

114 (48.1) 
66 (27.8) 
15 ( 6.3) 
19 ( 8.0) 
10 ( 4.2) 
53 (22.4) 

9 ( 3.8) 
80 (33.7) 
20 ( 8.4) 
82 (34.6) 

aRespondents may be represented in 11<>re than one category. 
bTotal nuaber of responding retailers (237); responding 111SDufacturers (19). 



TABLE 6,--Retailers• attitudes concerainlf st11te111eDts related to the el'l'ectiveness of brandinlf concepts and OSB/11111/'erboard consUJ11er 
preference/awareneas. 

Responses 
(Response Frequency)• -------- -

Neither 
Strongly Agree Strongly Meun 
Disagree Disagree Nor Agree Agree Score 

Qiaagree 
l 2 3 4 5 

Claims made by OSB/waferboard producers about their brands, are 4 27 84 92 0 .27 
consistent with the product's actual performance. ( 1. 9)b (13.0) (40.6) (44,4) ( 0.0) 

Brand n&11ing OSB/waferboard has increased buyer preference for 12 75 49 62 11 -.07 
this panel product. ( 6.7) (35.9) (23.4) (29.7) ( 5.3) 

The particular OSB/waferboard brand(a) your fina sells has 23 62 60 60 17 -.11 
attracted a loyal consumer base (ie. difficult to substitute a (10.9) (29.2) (28.3) (23.6) ( 8.0) 
competitive brand). 

Different OSB/waferboard brands confuse the DIY consumer as to 2 30 61 93 25 .52 
the correct structural panel application. ( 0.9) (14,2) (28.9) (44.1) (11.8) 

A brand named OSB/waferboard product provides the retailer a 15 83 56 54 2 -.26 
greater degree of pricing flexibility than selling an unbranded ( 7.1) (39.5) (26.6) (25.7) ( 1.0) 
line. 

The professional contractors purchase decision involving an 6 35 25 101 43 .67 
OSB/waferboard panel ia primarily a function of price. ( 2.9) (16. 7) (11.9) (48.1) (20.5) 

The OSB/waferboard purchasing decision is primarily a function 14 32 25 95 46 .50 
of price, ( 6.6) (15.1) (11.8) (44,8) (21. 7) 

A brand name assists in promoting the sale of a structural 14 69 45 79 15 .10 
panel product, ( 6.6) (27.8) (21.2) (37.3) ( 7.1) 

OSB/waferboard panel quality is more consistent when a brand 6 36 71 89 6 .27 
name is associated with the product. ( 2.4) (17.4) (34.3) (43.0) ( 2.9) 

-------•Frequency baaed on total responses for each item category. 
bffow response frequencies may not equule to 100% due to rounding. 

I-' 
0 co 
I 
I 
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TABLE 6.-Regional Sll111l11ary of retailer 0SB/"'8ferbosrd brsnd a"'8reness levels (unaided recall 
spproscb for product lines stocked by the respective retailers). 

Blandin Wood Products 
Forex Leroy Inc. 
Georgia-Pacific 
Grant Waferboard 
Great Lakes Forest Products 
J.M. Huber 
Louisiana-Pacific 
MacMillian Bloedel Ltd. 
Mallette Waferboard 
Martin Lumber Co. 
Nonaick Perron Inc. 
Northwood Mills Ltd. 
Oregon Strandboard 
Pelican Spruce Mills 
Potlatch 
Templ-Eastex 
U.S. Plywood 
Waferboard Corp. 
Weyerhaeuser 

Blandin Wood Products 
Forex Leroy Inc. 
Georgia-Pacific 
Grant Waferboard 
Great Lakes Forest Products 
J.M. Huber 
Louisiana-Pacific 
MacMillian Bloedel Ltd. 
Mallette Waferboard 
Martin Lumber Co. 
Nonaick Perron Inc. 
Northwood Mills Ltd. 
Oregon Strandboard 
Pelican Spruce Mills 
Potlatch 
Templ-Eastex 
U.S. Plywood 
Waferboard Corp. 
Weyerhaeuser 

Number of Respondents 
Correctly 

Corporate Brand Associated 
N811e Name Both 

Producer/Brand 

North Central 

3 
0 

14 
3 
2 
0 

28 
5 

0 
0 

3 

1 

11 

0 
0 

19 
2 
0 
3 

11 
4 
0 

0 
l 

1 
4 
4 
1 
3 

6 
0 
0 
~ 
2 
0 
2 
9 

0 
7 

8 

0 

l 

Northeast 

1 
0 
0 

• 0 
0 
1 
2 
0 

0 
1 

l 
0 
0 
0 
l 

18 (66. 6)11, C 

0 ( 0.0) 
9 (39.l) 
* * l (20.0) 
0 ( 0.0) 
9 (23.l) 
5 (26.3) 

0 ( 0.0) 
15 (68.2) 

44 (80.0) 

2 (66.6) 

33 (73.3) 

0 ( 0.0) 
0 ( 0.0) 
0 ( 0.0) 
• • 0 ( 0.0) 
2 (40.0) 
1 ( 7.7) 
l (14.3) 
0 ( 0.0) 

0 ( 0.0) 
2 (50.0) 

2 (50.0) 
1 (20.0) 
6 (60.0) 
0 ( 0.0) 
4 (50.0) 

Identifying: a 

Correctly 
Corporate Brand Associated 

Name Name Both 

2 
0 

32 
0 
l 
3 

22 
0 
1 
3 
0 
1 

l 
l 

18 

7 

0 

1 

14 
0 

0 
5 
g 
1 

0 

0 

South 

5 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
2 
* 
0 
0 
1 

1 
0 
2 

0 

West 

0 

0 

0 
1 

0 • 0 
0 

0 

0 

Producer/Brand 

4 (36.4) 
0 ( 0.0) 
6 (15.8) 
0 ( 0.0) 
0 ( 0.0) 
l (25.0) 
7 (24.1) 
5 (71.4) 
* * 
3 (50.0) 
0 ( 0.0) 
7 (77.8) 

3 (60.0) 
0 ( 0.0) 
4 (16.7) 

4 (36.4) 

l·-(100.) 

0 ( 0.0) 

9 (39.1) 
2 (66.7) 

3 (100.) • • 2 (18.2) 
0 ( 0.0) 

5 (100.) 

1 (100.) 

aRespondents may be represented in more than one category (survey participants: North 
Central 95; South 69; Northeast 34; West 27) 

bFrequencies compiled in terms of the percentage of retailers stocking the respective 
product line that correctly identified brand names with corresponding corporate names/logos. 

cResponse categories bigbligbted, designate the single region manufacturers reportedly 
achieved the largest market share for their respective product line. 

dManufacturer does not promote an individual brand n1111e for their respective product line. 
•A dashed line denotes a region in which the manufacturer's respective product line was not 
distributed. 
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TABLE 7 .-SUllalll"J' of retailer OS8/"'8ferboard brand 811111TenttSS levels, COlllpiled usiDI BD aided 
recall teciJDique (reapoaderit.s ~uested to correctly .atcb brBDd to aanufacturer). 

Correct 
Responses• (Frequency)b Brand-Manufacturer (Frequencies)C:/d 

Association 

Aspeni te (Mac.Millian Bloedel')· 
Wafen,ood (Louisiana-Pacific) 
Wafer-Plus (Normick Perron) 
Oxboard (Potlatch) 
Sturdi-Wood (Pelican Spruce Mills) 
Norbord (Northwood Milla) 
Blandex (Blandin Wood Products) 
Structwwood (Weyerhaeuser) 
Panofor (Forex Leroy) 
T-Strand (Temple Eaatex) 
Blue Ribbon OSB (Georgia-Pacific) 

42 {24.7) 
110 (64. 7) 
10 ( 5.9) 

114 (67.1) 
31 (18.2) 
74 (43.5) 
96 (56.5) 
91 (53.5) 
1 ( 0.6) 

17 (10. 0) 
84 (49.4) 

•Respondents -Y be represented in JIOre than one category. 

18 
76 

0 
101 
10 
57 
88 
72 
0 

11 
53 

bfrequencies coapiled in tei-.a of the total nuaber of participants (170). 

(42.8/10.6) 
(60.0/44.7) 
( 0.0/ 0.0) 
(88.6/59.4) 
(32.2/ 5.9) 
(77.0/33.5) 
(91.7/51.8) 
(79.1/42.3) 
( 0.0/ 0.0) 
(64.7/ 6.5) 
(63.1/31.2) 

c: Frequencies ccapiled in terms of correct reapoues over the number of respondents 
attempting to -tch the aanufacturer with the corresponding brand. 

dfrequencies compiled in terms of correct responses over total number of participants. 



TABLB 8.-Nanufacturers' attitudes concerninl{ statements tied to their respective brandinl{ policies and practices. 

Brand n&11ing your OSB/waferboard line provides a higher degree 
of protection from competitors than by selling generically. 

Your firm can control a more stable consumer base by employing 
an individual brand n&11ing strategy for your OSB/waferboard line. 

The variety of different OSB/waferboard brand names on the market 
has resulted in confusing the consumer as to the correct end use 
of the panel product. 

Brand naming your OSB/waferboard line affords a higher degree of 
pricing flexibility. 

The end users' purchasing decision involving an OSB/waferboard 
panel product is primarily a function of price. 

Responses 
(Response Frequency)• 

Strongly 
Disagree Disagree 

l 2 

0.0 
( O.O)b 

0.0 
( 0.0) 

0.0 
( 0.0) 

o.o 
( 0.0) 

0.0 
( 0.0) 

10.5 
( 5.0) 

21. l 
(23.8) 

21.1 
(12.4) 

31.6 
(15.8) 

10.5 
(11.1) 

Neither 
Agree 
Nor 

Disagree 
3 

21.1 
(10.4) 

42,l 
(46.2) 

21. l 
(14.3) 

36.8 
(50.8) 

21. l 
(32.5) 

Agree 

4 

57.9 
(74.6) 

36.8 
(30.l) 

47.4 
(52.5) 

31.6 
(32.8) 

42.l 
(24.8) 

Strongly 
Agree 

5 

10.5 
( 9.9) 

o.o 
( 0.0) 

10.5 
(20.8) 

0.0 
( 0.0) 

26.3 
(31.6) 

•Mean scores are weighted in terms of 1985 production capacities for respective firms represented in each category, 
bfrequencies are weighted in terms of 1985 production capacities for respective firms represented in each category. 

Weighted 
Mean Mean 

Score Scorea 

.68 
.90 

.16 
.06 

.47 
.82 

.00 
.17 

.84 
• 77 

I-' 
I-' 
N) 
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TABLE 9.-Retailers' perceptions of the single OSB/waferboard brand (manufacturer) that best 
satisfies the designated characteristic. 

Regional Responses 
North South Northeast West Total 

Central 

Brand Characteristic 

Most Expensive OSB/Waf'erboard Panel On The Market 
Potlatch 36 6 4 3 46 
Weyerhaeuser 18 12 2 0 32 
Louisiana-Pacific 2 1 0 0 3 
Georgia-Pacific 0 2 0 0 2 
Northwood 1 0 0 0 1 
Other (Blandin, MacMillian Bloedel, 3 14 2 ga 28 

Pelican Mills, U.S. Plywood, J.M. Huber) 

Brand Ranking Highest On A Perf'oramce/Quali ty B1111is 
Potlatch 39 4 1 0 44 
Weyerhaeuser 22 9 5 1 37 
Louisiana-Pacific 4 12 6 9 31 
U.S. Plywood 0 9 4 1 14 
Georgia-Pacific 0 8 3 1 12 
Blandin 3 5 3 0 11 
Northwood 6 1 0 0 7 
Other (MacMillian Bloedel., Grant Waferboard, 7 4 4 7 18 

J.M. Huber, Temple Bastex, Martin Lumber, 
Pelican Mills, Great Lakes) 

Brand Ranking Lowest On a Performmce/Quality B1111is 
Georgia-Pacific 9 12 2 0 23 
Louisiana-Pacific 5 5 2 2 14 
Blandin 11 0 0 0 11 
Northwood 5 3 0 0 8 
Macaillian Bloedel 5 1 1 0 7 
Other (U.S. Plywood, Grant Waferboard, J.M. Huber, 2 8 2 7 19 
Temple Bastex, Martin, Potlatch, Pelican Mills) 

Bnmd Professional Contractors Prefer Most 
Potlatch 25 3 1 1 30 
Weyerhaeuser 17 7 2 0 26 
Louisiana-Pacific 3 7 2 5 17 
Georgia-Pacific 1 6 0 0 7 
Northwood 3 1 0 0 4 
Other (Blandin, U.S. Plywood, J.M. Huber, Pelican 1 10 3 7 21 
Mills, Oregon Strandboard, MacMillian Bloedel) 

Bnmd That DIY Customers Prefer Moat 
Louisiana-Pacific 3 4 2 4 13 
Potlatch 6 3 1 0 10 
Georgia-Pacific 0 4 1 0 5 
Northwood 2 0 0 0 2 
Weyerhaeuser 8 1 0 0 l 
Other (Blandin, MacMillian Bloedel, Pelican Mills 7 6 4 3 20 
Oregon Strandboard, J.M. Huber, U.S. Plywood) 

"Note, all 9 responses were listed under the Pelican Spruce Mill's brand. 
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TABLE 10.--SWIIIIIBry of the retailers' perceptions concerning the r8IJkinl{ of OSB/weferboerd 
product lin- on a perfo17118IJCe/quelity besis. 

Responses• 
North Central South Northeaat West 
Total (Rank Total (Rank Total (Rank Total (Rank 

Score)b Score) Score) Score) 

Blandin Wood Products 20 ( 35) 9 ( 22) 3 ( 9) 1 ( 1) 
Forex Leroy Inc. 0 ( 0) 0 ( 0) 0 ( 0) -b 

Georgia-Pacific 13 ( 19) 28 ( 57) 11 ( 22) 1 3) 
Grant Waferboard 3 ( 3) 0 ( 0) 0 ( 0) 
Great Lakes Forest Products 2 ( 6) 0 ( 0) 
J.M. Huber 0 ( 0) 3 ( 8) 3 ( 7) 
Louisiana-Pacific 23 ( 40) 28 ( 60) 9 ( 23) 18 ( 44) 
MacMillian Bloedel Ltd. 15 ( 25) 5 ( 10) 4 ( 9) 1 ( 2) 
Mallette Waferboard l ( 1) 0 ( 0) 
Martin Lumber Co. 4 ( 7) 
Nonaick Perron Inc. 0 ( 0) 0 ( 0) 0 0) 
Northwood Mills Ltd. 16 ( 16) 6 ( 11) 2 ( 3) 
Oregon Strandboard 0 ( 0) 4 ( 7) 
Pelican Spruce Mills 0 ( 0) 11 ( 29) 
Potlatch 56 (149) 6 ( 15) 4 ( 7) 1 ( 1) 
Temple-Eastex 1 ( 1) 2 ( 2) 
U.S. Plywood 2 ( 4) 21 ( 47) 7 ( 18) 7 11) 
Waferboard Corp. 1 ( 1) 1 ( 1) 
Weyerhaeuser 35 ( 91) 11 ( 30) 8 ( 21) l ( 3) 

•A dashed line denotes a region in which the 11BDufacturer's respective product line was not 
distributed. 

bRank item scores were compiled by assigning numerical values (in the order of decreaaing 
magnitude: 3 to 1) to brands retailers perceived as ranking from first to third. A total 
score waa then computed by s1.11m11ing the products of the three rank categories. 



CONCLUSIONS 

The following list highlights a few key results derived from this 
research effort. While this list is not meant to be all inclusive it 
should give the reader a clear picture of some of the more important 
aspects of the study. 

Manufacturer Survey 

1. Ninety-five percent of the producers have introduced a branding 
strategy. 

2. Manufacturers' rationale for introducing a branding strategy 
included: product differentiation, product identification, and 
the ability to control a stable consumer base. 

3. Manufacturers' perceived price to be the most important attribute in 
terms of marketing their respective product lines. 

4. Analysis of segmentation strategies by end use and end user revealed 
that roofdeck sheathing applications and the residential contractor 
carried the highest degree of importance. 

Retail Building Supply Survey 

1. Seventy-nine percent of the responding retailers carrying a 
structural panel product line sold OSB/waferboard. 

2. Market penetration of reconstituted structural panel products was 
highest in the North Central region. 

3. Roofdeck sheathing (end use) and the residential contractor (end 
user) commanded the highest degree of importance among retailers. 

4. Two-thirds of the retailers contended that their purchase decision 
involving an OSB/waferboard product was dictated by price. 

5. Of the four sturctural panel product classes, waferboard was 
perceived as being the cheapest, while response frequencies were 
comparatively higher for OSB when evaluated in terms of 
strength/stiffness, durability, surface uniformity, dimensional 
stability and on a performance/quality basis. 

6. Retailers' perceptions of ideal structural panel attributes centered 
on maximizing strength/stiffness, reducing the price, and improving 
surface uniformity. 

7. Forty-six percent of the retailers perceived panel quality was more 
consistent when a brand name was associated with the product. 
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8. With the exception of the Potlatch and Weyerhaeuser brands, the 
relative effectiveness of manufacturers' branding policies can be 
questioned. 

9. Retailers contended that the variety of different brand names 
confused the consumer as to the products appropriate end use. 

10. Only one-third of the respondents agreed that branding increased 
buyer preference. 

11. Only 32% of the retailers agreed that the respective brands their 
firm carried attracted a loyal consumer base. 



RECCM1ENDATI0NS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH 

There are several areas that afford attractive opportunities for 

continued research efforts: 

1. Formulate a study designed to assess distributor (independent 
wholesaler) perceptions concerning the effectiveness of 
manufacturers' branding policies and market segmentation 
strategies. The importance of this distribution channel to the 
structural panel industry, can not be over emphasized. North 
American OSB/waferboard manufacturers distribute the bulk of their 
product line directly to wholesalers, and study results showed that 
89% of the retailers received some or all of their reconstituted 
panel products from independent wholesalers. 

2. As market penetration rates rise with increasing productive 
capacities, especially in the South and West, a study designed to 
assess consumer awareness, product line preference and branding 
effectiveness, of the more important end user segments (ie. 
professional contractor, DIY consumer) would be very useful. The 
basis for targeting the professional contractor centers around its 
current degree of importance to manufacturers' promotional 
campaigns and retailers' OSB/waferboard sales volumes. On the 
other hand, market penetration is well below potential for the DIY 
market sector, where a coordinated industry wide promotional effort 
could be quite effective. A study directed at these target markets 
would assist manufacturers in formulating and coordinating 
promotional activities by identifying the needs of the end user, 
subsequently improving sales volumes. 

3. Because of the timeliness of this study, a follow up investigation 
designed to account for changes in the market environment (ie. 
market penetration, brand awareness, and brand preference levels), 
should be undertaken. The projected growth of the OSB/waferboard 
industry, especially in the South and West, combined with the 
increasing importance of various target markets (ie. 
DIY/remodeling markets) which have not been extensively tapped, 
dictates the need to continually monitor the market. A study of 
this nature should be conducted periodically (ie. every 5 years) in 
order to keep abreast of the changing consumer demands. 
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Telephone Survey 

Directed To Marketing Executives Of The North American OSB/Waferboard 
Industry 

Date Conducted 
March 1986 



COMPANY 
RESPONDENT'S NAME 
DATE 
PHONE NUMBER 
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TELEPHONE INTERVIEW 
DIRECTED TO MARKETING EXECUTIVES or THB OSB/WAFERBOARD INDUSTRY 

1) PLEASE INDICATE YOUR POSITION/TITLE. 

2) WHAT TYPE(S) or STRUCTURAL PANEL PRODUCTS DO YOU MANUFACTURE? 

DO ANY or YOUR STRUCTURAL PANEL LINES CARRY AN INDIVIDUAL BRAND NAME? 
IF YBS, WHAT ARB THB SPECIFIC BRAND NAMES FOR THB RESPECTIVE PANEL LINES? 

STRUCTURAL PARTICLEBOARD 
WAFERBOARD 
ORIENTED STRANDBOARD 
PLYWOOD 
ORIENTED WAFERBOARD 

3) WHY DID YOUR FlRM CHOOSE (CHOOSE NOT) TO INTRODUCE A SEPARATE BRAND NAME 
FOR YOUR OSB/WAFERBOARD LINE? PLEASE EXPLAIN. 

4) IS THE CORPORATE NAME (LOGO) INCLUDED WHEN PROMOTING YOUR OSB/WAFERBOARD 
LINE? 

YBS NO 

5) WHAT SPECIFIC CHARACTERISTICS DIFFERENTIATES YOUR OSB/WAFERBOARD LINE FROM 
THAT OF YOUR COMPETITORS? 

6) WHAT STRUCTURAL PANEL CHARACTERISTICS ARE MOST IMPORTANT IN TERMS OF 
PROMOTING YOUR OSB/WAFERBOARD LINE? 
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7) IN WHAT GEOGRAPHICAL REGION(S) IS YOUR OSB/WAFERBOARD LINE CURRENTLY 
BEING DISTRIBUTED? 

NORTH CENTRAL SOUTH NORTHEAST WEST CANADA 
EXPORTED OUT or NORTH AMERICA 

8) IN WHAT SINGLE GEOGRAPHIC REGION HAS YOUR OSB/WAFERBOARD LINE ACHEIVED 
THE LARGEST MARKET SHARE? 

NORTH CENTRAL SOUTH NORTHEAST WEST CANADA 

9) TO WHAT SPECIFIC OSB/WA~RBOARD MARKET SEGMENT IS YOUR FlllM'S PROMOTIONAL 
CAMPAIGN TARGETED? 

D<rIT-YOURSELF MARKET 
RESIDENTIAL CONTRACTORS 
NONRESIDENTIAL CONTRACTORS 

MODULAR BUILDERS 
MOBILE HOME BUILDERS 
INDUSTRIAL MARKETS 

10) WITHIN THE CONFINES or YOUR FillM'S TARGET MARKET(S) WHICH OSB/WAFERBOARD 
MANUFACTURERS COMPETE DIRECTLY WITH YOUR PRODUCT LINE? 

11) HOW DOES YOUR FillM MONITOR COMPETITIVE ACTIVITY WITHIN THE OSB/WAFERBOARD 
MARKET? 

FillM DOES NOT MEASURE COMPETITOR ENCROACHMENT 
MARKET SHARE 
SALES 
PROFIT MARGINS 
CONSUMER BASED RESEARCH 

HOW FREQUENTLY DO YOU MONITOR COMPETITIVE ACTIVITY? 

12) DID YOUR FillM CONDUCT ANY MARKETING RESEARCH BEFORE INTRODUCING 
OSB/WAFERBOARD ON THE STRUCTURAL PANEL MARKET? 

NO 
YES 

CONDUCTED IN-HOUSE MARKETING RESEARCH 
EMPLOYED A PRIVATE CONSULTANT OR ADVERTISING AGENCY TO CONDUCT 
RESEARCH IN THIS PRODUCT AREA 
BOTH 
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Mail Survey 

Directed To Marketing Executives Of The North American OSB/Waferboard 
Industry 

Survey Conducted Following Completion Of The Telephone Interview 
March 1986 
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VIIIOilfIA POLfflCIIHtC IllSTITll'l'I AND STAT! UlfIVIRSITT 
D1PAR'D4!IIT or FOlll!ST PRODUCTS 

IIICOIISTITOT!D STROCTUIIAL PAIIBL IliDUSTl!Y 
BIICUTIVI SIJRVIY 

l) DOBS YODII l'tlll PlllDllCI Alf OSI/WAl'l!RIIOAJ!II PIIODtx:T WlllCB IS IIVElfflJAIJ.Y DISTRIBIJTID CNDBR ANOTHBR MANUFACTl!RIR'S BRA.'iD 
(AIID/08 CORPORATI) NAMB? 

CJ NO 
0 YIS PLBASI LIST TIIOSI MAIIIJ1ACTIDIIIIS BIIAHD lWIDIII YOOII PIIODtx:T. 

QU11S1'IO/G z 11lROllG1I s RIFER :n, 'f'IX1ll rIRI'$ lt.4RK1fr S/iQtllNTArIOK ST'RA1'1fflIES JTJll rr•s OSB/WAl'ERJKMRII PRODvcr LIJfll. 
'f'IX1ll FIRt'S ~ R8SJ1IOIISI :n, 11l1fSI o=rrON/f rs or ar JHPOR'!"ANC8 :n, m, stx:ellSS or rars srutJr. 

2) PUASB IVALUATI 11AC11 PIIODtx:T ATTIIIIIUTI Ill TERMS or ITS DIIGIIBI or IMPORTANCI TO '1'!11 HAIIIETABILITT or YOllll FIJlol'S 
OSB/WAl'BRIIOAIIII LI!II. (PLBASI RAT! BACII ATrllIBOTI ON A SCALI or la!XTlll!MILY IMPORTANT TO 5aNOT AT ALL IMPORTANT BY 
CIIICllllQ TBB APPIIDPllIATI BOX.) 

BXTRl!MILY NOT AT ALL 
IMl'OflTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT 

l 2 3 4 5 

C!QDtx:T m!!IJl!!mi 
PRICI 0 D D D D 
ST!IING'l'II/STIFFNISS D D D D D 
DURABILITY D D D D D 
SUIFACI UlfIFORMITT D D D D 0 
D IMIIMSIOIW. STABILITY 0 D D D D 
RM:n.'«J D 0 D D D 
IMPACT BISISTANCI D D D D 0 
PAIIBL WIIGRT D D D D D 
OTSlll (PLBASI SPIClff) 

D D 0 D D 

!.M!l!J: m!!lll!!I!m 
ca,a>ANY RIPUTATIOlf 0 D D D D 
Sl!ll'llCB SUPPORT CJ. CJ CJ CJ CJ 
Pll)Dtx:T LINI D D D D D 
81!.+.ND NAMI D D D D 0 
MARDT COVIIIMJI D 0 D D D 
DISTIUBOTION N)mjO!m D 0 D 0 0 
OTIIBR ( PLBASI SPIC In) 

D D 0 0 D 

3) ll'AS YOUR l'tlll IMP!.8MINTIID A PRODUCT POSfflOlllNO STRATIIOY FOR ITS OSB/WMl!RIIOARD LI!II? 

OTIS ONO ( Ir NO, l"..!ASI SIIP TO Qlll!STION 5) 
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4) llllf IS 'l'OUll OSI/WAFIIIIIIOAIID Pll>DtlCT LINI POSifiONBD ON TRI HARDT? (PLIIASI Clll!CI[ TRI APPRDPRIATK STRATBGY(S).) 

CJ POSifiONID roe SPIICirIC APPLICAfiONS 
CJ POSmONID AGAIJIST CCM'IITD«I PIIODtlCT LIMBS 
CJ POSITIONBD ON BIINllrITS 

CJ POSITIONIID ON SPBCirIC PRODUCT ATTRIBUTl!S 
CJ POSITIONED FOR USiB CATl!GORY /IWIDT SliGMl!NTS 
CJ OTIIKll (PLIIASI SPECIFY)------------

5) PLKASI DI9IDI 100 POINTS lll'l'WIElf TRI FOLLOWINCJ nva OSB/WAFIRBOARD END USES IN Tl!RMS or THI RIILATIVI IMPORTANCI! 
or I.ACll l!ND USI TO YOUR n111. ( le. TRI '?OTAL AMOUNT or SALES DOLLARS II.ACll 1!ND USI GiNll!IATIS) 

WALL SBIATIIINO 

IIOOl'DIICI: SIIIATIIDIO 

INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS 
( le. PALLBTS, CRATD«l, FtJRNITOlll) 

IIDl)DILI!lll/00-IT-YOOIISILr HARDT 
( le. SBIIL Vn«J, CAB INBTHT) 

OTIIKll (PLIIASI SPIICirY) 

'?OTAL • lOOPOINTS 

6) WHAT r.ACTORS DO YOU TBINI CONTRIBUTI TO RITAILiRS' PRIFIRINCI roa YOUR rllll' S OSB/llAFERIIOARD PRODUCT OFFERING? 

7) 

Qll631'IONS 1 11IIIO(JGJf J(I RlntR 1'0 l'OQR FIJlll'S PRODut:r POLICT DECISIONS R/IIQARJJINf1 PRCHCJ1'ION,II, M:TIVITT FOR ITS 
OSIJ/WAJ'1IR!JOJR/J PROl)tx:f' OFFERING. 

PLIIASI INDICATI TRI DIGRII or IMPORTAIICI CUR111111TLY BID«l PLACKD ON THI OSB/llAFIRIIOARD MAIIDT SEC21ENTS LISTED BELCW 
BY YOtJII COIIPORATI PIDIOTIONil CNPAIGII? (PLIASI RATI II.ACll MAIIIIT SIIQIIINT ON A SCALI OF l•IXTlll!MILT IMPORTANT TO 
5•NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT BY CIIICIIN(J TRI APPRDPRIATK 801. ) 

El'l'Rl!HILT NOT AT ALL 
IMPORTANT IMPORTANT IMPORTANT 

l 2 3 4 5 

Wll)LISALIJIS 0 0 0 0 0 
RIITAIURS 0 0 0 0 0 
MODULAJl BUILlllllS 0 0 0 0 0 
DO-IT-YOIJRSIU MARDT 0 0 0 0 0 
r«>II ILi ID4I BUILDl!IIS D D D D D 
RISIDIIITIAL CONTRACTORS D D D D D 
NONRISIDllfTIAL CONTRACTORS D D D D D 
INDtlll'l'l!LU. MARDTS (PLIASI SPECIFY) 

D D D D D 

8) WIIAT TYPE or ADvnrISIN(J MBDIA IIAVI YOU UTILIZED TO PRCMJTII YOOR OSB/llAFERIIOARD LDII? (PLEA.SI Cll!Clt ALL TIIAT 
APPLY.) 

CJ TELIVISION/llADIO CCMIIRCIALS 
Cl HEWSPAPER ADVIRTISEMINTS 
CJ TECHNICAL SUPPORT LITERATOJII 
CJ TIUDI COHVIIITIO!CS 

CJ MAGAZI!IIS AIMID AT INDUSTRIAL HITS ( le. WOOD & WOOD PRODUCTS) 
CJ DIY MAGAZINIIS (le. POPULAR ~CIIAIIICS, WORIBENCII) 8 IDII Cl!IITl!II MAGAZINES (le. HIM! Cl!IITl!II, BUILDING PllODUCTS DIGEST) 

OTIIIIII, PLIASI SPECIFY ----------------
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9) WRAT TTPI or PIDIOTIOJW. SllPPORT ARI YOO PIIJVIDiltlJ IIITAIIJDIS FOR TOOR OSB/WAFIJIBOARD PIIJDUCT LiliB? (PUASI CIIECK 
ALL THAT APPL T. ) 

CJ r«l!IITAIIT naNTIVIS O co-<>P AD PllOGIWB 8 QIJANTffl D ISCOIJNTS CJ Ill STOHi DISPLAYS 
Tllil!IDIG SDIDWIS O TIIClllllCAL SALIS SUPPORT 

CJ SALIS LITIIIATtlRI 
CJ ADVIRTISEMIH'l'S (MASTIR COPUS) 
CJ SALIS D ISCOUHTS 

CJ OTBIR, PLIASI SPBCIFT ------------------------------

10) llBAT MARDT IJIIDICATDRS D01S YOllll FI1N llSI TD M1A8UR1 TIii EJTIICTIVINl!SS or ITS PRCM>TIOMAL CAMPAIGN FOR 
OSI/WAl'IIIIIOAIID? (PLIASI CIIICl ALL THAT APPLT.) 

CJ MARDT SIWIIS 
CJ SALIS 
CJ PIIJnT MAIIDDIS 

CJ FIIN DOD HOT MIAS1lllll TIii BJTIICTIVl!IISS or PIDIOTIOMAL ACTIVITY 
CJCJ DATA DDIVID l'IICH CONSIMIR RISIABCII 

OTIIIIII, PUASI SPICIFT -----------------------

11) BAS TOOR rIRM ADOl'ffD A BIIAJIII llAMillG STHATIGT FOi ITS OSI/WAl'IIIIIOARD Pll>DUCT LIIII? 

12) PUASI LIST TIii PIUMART BBNIFITS TOOR FmM BAS RIALIZl!II BT IMPU!MIINTDIG, OR CIIDOSIIIO HOT TD IMPLEMENT, A BRAND 
NAMINO STHATIUT FOR ITS OSB/llAl'llllllOARD PRODUCT OrrnINO? 

1. ----------------------------------------
z. ----------------------------------------
3. ----------------------------------------

13) PUASI IJIDICATI TIii LIVIL or .!GRBIIMIIIT OR DISMlRIIIMl!ff TOU ATTACH TO TIii FOI.LOWI!IIJ STATl!NIINTS BT CIIBCXIll<l TRI 
APPIIJPIUATI BOI. 

MIITIIER 
STIIOIIGLT AGRII STRONGLY 
DISAGIID DISAGREI !IOR AG.'ll!I AGREB 

DISAGREE 
-2 -1 0 2 

TBI l!ND USBHS' PU!iCKASIIIQ DECISION I!IVOLVIIIQ AH OSI/WAl'IIIIIOARD PANIL IS 
PRIMARILY A nJNCTION or PRICI. 

D D D D 0 
TtXJR FIRM'S OSB/WA11!11BOARD PIDIOTIONAL CNPAIGX IIAS BID SOCCl!SSroL IN 0 D D 0 0 
IISTABLISIIING BRAND AWARINISS - BUTIRS roe RITAIL BIJILDIIIQ SUPPLT FIIMI. 

TOUll Filll'S ADVIRTISD«J CNPAIGN DIITERIDITIATIS YOOII OSl/llAl!IIBOARD LIN! 
~ THAT or TOUR cat>ITITORS. 

D D 0 D D 
RITAIL BOILDIIIQ SllPPLT IIUYl!RS CAHIIOT DUTIRl!?ffIATI (PN TIii BASIS or QUALITY) 
BBT!lllll YOOII OSI/WAl'IIIIIOARD BIIAND AHII THAT or TOUR PIIIMAIIT CCM'ITITDRS. 

0 D D D 0 
81JTllllS FOR RBTAIL BIJILDDIG SlJPPtT FI1lMS Ill TOllll PIIIMAIIT TAIGIT MARDT CAH 
IDIIITIFT SPECIFIC CIWIACTBRISTIC3 ASSOCIATID WITII YOUR OSI/WA11!11BOARD BRAND. 

D D 0 D 0 
TIii! VAIIIITT or DIFFIRl!rr OSB/WAl'IIIIIOARD BRAHII !WIii ON TIii MAIIIIIT IIAS D 0 
RISULTID IN CO!mlllIIIQ TIii COHSIMDI AS TO TIii CORIIICT l!ND USI or TIii PAHILS. 

D D 0 
YOUR rIRM CAH CONTROL A l«>RI STABLE COIISl!llll BASI BT EMPLOTIMO AH DIDIVIDUAL D D D D 0 
BRAHII !IAMI!«I STRATIOT FOR YOUR OSI/WAl'IIIIIOARD LIN!. 

ll1WID !WIJIIQ YOUR OSI/WAFl!IIIIOARD LIN! AFFORDS A IIIGIIBR DBGlll!II or PRICING 
FLIXIBILITY. 

D D D D D 
BRAHII NAMING YOUR OSB/WAJ'IRIIOAIID LIHI PIIJVIDIS A HIGIIIR DIIGRD or PRDT!CTION 
l'IDI caol'!ITITORS TIIAH DOlll SILLI!IO YOUR P!IODUCT GINIRICALLT. 

D D D D D 
IMPIJiMIHTil«J A BRAHII NAMI!G STRATBCT FOR YOUR OSB/WAl"EIIIIOARD P!IODUCT LINI 
!NCOCIWilS EFrICIIHCT IIITIII!f lOUR SALIS ORGANIZATION. 

D D D D D 
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14) IIIIAT Ill YOUR PllDJICTl!D OSB/WAlllllllOAIID P!IODo:TIOH CAPACITY FOR 1985? 

15) Pt.lASI INDICATI WBICR 081/WAIIIIIOAIIII PANIL TRICIIIIISS(IS) YOUR rIJIII IS CUl!RKJ'ffl.T PIIODUCIIIG. (PLBASI CIIIIC1[ .u.t. 
TIIAT APPLY.) IF YOUR PAHIL CADIJ!S A SPAN RATIIIG, PIJIASII INDICATI TRI RATINO ASSOCIATID WITH l!ACll TRICl!IISS. 

'[IIICINISS 

Cl 114• 
CJ 5/16" 
Cl 3/8" 
CJ 7/16" § 112• 

5/8" 
3/4· 

CJ OT!IIII . 

SPAN RAT!!IO 

(PIJWII SPICI1T TRICl!IBSS .\HD SPAN RATIIIG) __ 

16) IISINO TIii LIST DITAILID HI.OW, PLIASI INDICATI TRI ARIAS I!( WRICR YOU ARI PKllSOll.u.t.T IHVOLVID Ilf TIii DICISIOH MAIIIIG 
PIIOCISS FOR YOIJll FIJIM'S OSI/WAJ'l!RIIQAIID LIHI. 

C] PIIODo:T POSITIOHIJIIG 
CJ ADVIIRTISIIIG (PIDIOTION) 
CJ OT!IIII (PI.IASI SPECIFY) 

C] TARGET MARDT DBCISIOIIS 
CJ PRODUCT DBVIILOl'Mll!rr 

C] PRICINO STRATEGY 
CJ DISTRIBUTION 

1&fN6 1fXI ffJR 1fJUR COOl'VlArIOK. PUASI R6ff1RK 
1'llll SURJ/8T IN 1'llll POSTl'AIJJ llNllV8UJn. 
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Mail Survey 

Directed To U.S. Structural Panel Buyers For Retail Building Suppliers 

Date Conducted: 
June 1986 
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VIIIIDU POL1TICIIIIIC IIISTI'1'IJTI AND STATI lJlfIVIIISITT 
DIPAJm!llff or l'ORIST PRODUCTS 

IIICOIIITITUTIII STRUCTIDW. PANBL DIDIJSTRT 
Bl1Il.Dn«J SUPPT.Y IIITAILIR SURVIT 

l) DOES YOUR FtliM SIU STIIUCTURAL·PANIIL PRODIJCTS? 

er«> 
C TIS l't&ASI DIDICAft TIIOSI STIIIICTIJRAL PANIIL PIIDDllCTS YOUR Filll CURIIIIITLY nus BY CIIICltn«J TRI APPRIOPRIATI BOX. 

C PLYWOOD C ORIIIITID WAnRIIOAIIII C WARRIIOAIIII 
C OUllfflll STIIAND BOARD (00) C STllll:TUIW. PAIITICI.illOAIIII 

2) Pt1AU mann TD STAff(S) Dr WIIICII TOUR IIITAIJ. IUII.lln«J SUPPLY STOB(S) Aa LOCATID. 

IIDtr: rr 1fJtr ARI NDr rAIIILLUI lfI'nt a.DIJt'nll SfllA/tlJatJM/1 a. MUDa2MII ANII //0 .,., ctJRR61tff,T $ffJC'J( 'IIIIS PROl/tx:7' PUAS8 
$1'0I' 116111 ANII afflRlt 11IU S1/llV6T .Dr '1111 l'08r PAID IIIPG(Jll6. 

3) DO YOU PIJIICIL\U TD 00/WAnllllOAIIII PIKIIIOCTS YOU SILL DIIIICT l'1Df m MANlll'M:TIJIIIIR OR l'1Df A WIIDLISAI.D? 

C IWIUJ'AoCTIJllllll 
C DIDIPIIIDllff WIIOI.ISAlllll 
C IICffll 

4) WHAT TTPI or PIDIDTIOJW. SUPPOR!' DO !OU IIICZIVI nD1 IWIUJ'ACTIJRIIIS (DISTlmllffllllS) roa 10Ull 00/WUIIIIOARD PRODUCT 
LINS? (PLIASI CIIIIClt ALL THAT APPLY.) 

C 1ISIR TRADm«I SIMIIWII 
C SALIS DISCOUNTS 
C m:BlfICAL SALIS SUPPORT 

C ll>NITARY D«.D'IIVD 
C QUAlfflff DISCOlllft'S 
C NONI 

C CO-OP AD PIIDGIIMII C SALIS LITIRATIJRI 
C !>STOii DISPLATS C ADYIIITISIIMlllffS (MASTIR COPIIS) 
C cmma. Pt.1AS1 SPIIICirT 

OIIIISffOIIII 4 'l1IRDlll1II g IID'ltll m UAlfll l'OIIZffOlmttl m 1111 JritQ6tJ MD .mm:"2T1R.U PAJIV. /IIA/Uff. 
101111 rilill's .4IIDlmlt1ll8 JIIIS1'0IIIII m nm::w «zf'l'JrJltlr rs or ar IM'Ollr.UO m '1111 sor::a:a or 'l1II8 S1f11JT. 

5) PLIASI t!IDICAff WIIICR 00/WUIIIIIIOARD IIWID(S) Aa l!!ll,!l Ilf 10IIR RITAIJ. B11ILDDIII SUPPLY OUTLIT(S). PLIASI I!ICr.tllll TRI 
BIWID IUIC, PRODUCT CLASS (ie. WAl'IIRIIOAIID, on. oa OIUDTID WAl'IIRIIOAIID). AND TIii CCMPAIIY PROIIUCDIII TIii PANBL. ....... PIIIIUCT CUii MIIRll'M:TURIII or '!Ill PAIIII. 

(ie. Ota, Q/UZ/tff//1 ~. a. lf.fl'llllMMIII) 

8) WHAT SIIIIJ.I 00/WAl'IIRIIOAIID IIRAIIII ilPlilSD'iS TD Ll8IIIST l'OllrIOII or 'ftlllR TOTAL iiiCOIIITltvfiD STIIIICTUIW, PAHIL SALIS? 
(IASIII OIi DOUAII SALD \'OUM) 

WIIT DO YOU S10CI: ms PAllrICIIUII 081/WAnllllOARD IIIWID? 

?) nD1 A RITAIJ.11111 PIRISPBC"flfl, l'tlASI t!IDICAft WIIICR 00/WAIIIIIIOAID BIWIDII YOU Plll:II91 AS RAIIUIIQ IIGBIST Ilf 'l'IIMS or 
091RALL Q1W.ITT /Pllll'OIIIAIICI. (l'tUSI RANI 'ZBIIN Ilf ORIID or 1ST 'ft> 31D Ilf '!Ill SP.IICIS PIIDVIDID ULOW) 

l) ----------- 2) ----------- 3) ----------
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8) IIIIAT OSI/WAl'IIIIIIOABII IIIWIIIS AU CIJIIJlllffI.T UDIO SOLD IT YatJll CQ,1'1111\illS? PLIASI INCLIJDI TRI BRAND lWGI, PRODUCT 
CLASIInCATIOII (ie. WAJ'IIIBOAIID, Ollil!fflll STIWIDIIOAIID, OR OIIIlllfflll WAJ'IIIBOAIID), AND TBI COIPAHT PIIODtx:DIO TBI PAIIIL, 

PlixrocT CtASS M&NUr.ACTlllllll or PANBL 
(ie. 038, lfAnRIJOAR/1, OlllEN't1lD lfAl'ERJJO,lRJJ) 

9) or TIii OSB/WAFl!RIIOAIID BIWIDS YOUR AU FAMILIAR wrnr, WHAT BRAND DO YOU BELiiVI COMBS CLOSEST TO Slll'PORTI!IG THE 
FOLLOWn«I STATDIIHTS • 

.... CIWUIC!DISTICS 

TBI MOST UPINSIVI OSB/WAl'IIIIIOAIID PANIJ. CIJlllll1ffl.T OIi TBI MAIIIIT. 

TBI BRAND lOO NOOIJI RANI LOWIST OIi A ~/QUALITT BASIS. 

TBI OSB/WAJ'IIIBOABII BIWID THAT PIIORSSIONAL CONTRACrORS PIIIJ'lll r«lST. 

TIii OSI/WAl'l!IIBOARII BRAND THAT DIT ctlSTCMIRS PIIIFIR r«lST. 

10) Pt.lASS IIIDICAff WHICII or TBI P'OUOWDIO 111ST DISCRIBIS 'l'Ollll ANNUAL OSB/WAJ'IIIBOAIID DOLLAR SALIS VOLtlMI? 

C LISS TIWf tl0,000 
C tlo,ooo 'l'O -t49,999 
C *60,000 'l'O *99,999 
C uoo,ooo 'l'O 9249,000 
C *2!50,000 'l'O ssoo,ooo 
C MORI THAii S500, 000 

11) Pt&ASI DIVIDI 100 POINTS Bl'nlllll TBI rotI.OlfINQ P'OUII PRODUCT Ct.ASSIS BASID Olf TBI RILATIVI IMPORTANCI or l!AC'B 
PRODUCT DI ?EIMI or TBI TOTAL .IMllJlff or SALIS DOLL61111 IT GINlllAD8 l'OR YOUR FISM. 

WUIIIIIOAIID 
OIUDTIII STIWID IIOAIIII 
Pt.l'WOOII 
Ollillft'III WAl'IIIIIOAIID --

TOTAL • 100 POINTS 

12) PtlASI IV ALl1ATB lM:11 PRODUCT An"IUBIJTB BT CIIIICUHQ TBI Q!!l PIIODOCT CATBOORT THAT BIST SATISFIIS TBI 
CORRISPOIIDDIO CIWIACTBIII.STIC LI.STD OW TBI Ulff. 

OIIIllftlll 
1WIIIIIMID OSI 1IAnDIWIII PLl'IIOOII 

!ID 
D IJTIIIIINCI 
DI TBI P'OOII 

Plllllll:T CADGOIIIIIS 
ClllAPIST C C C C C 
STllOIIIDST/STIJTIST C] C] C] C] C] 
MOST DDRABLI ·o C 0 C CJ 
BIGIIIST SIJIIJ'ACI tlKD'OacrrT 0 CJ CJ C C] 
GIIIATIST DIICIIIIONAL STAIILITT 0 C] C] C CJ 
GIIIATIST Dl'ACT IIISiff.lllCI 0 C 0 0 C] 
LIGJmlST WIIClllT (PD IIQBIVALllff fflCINISS) 0 C CJ 0 C 
GINDATBS BIGIIIST PBOrn' MAllllJI ro1I TBI JlftAI:Llll C CJ CJ C C 
IWIIS BIGIIIST OIi A PIIIJOalANCI/QUALITT WIS C 0 CJ C CJ 

13) rRCN A RITAILIR'S PIIISPICTIVI, WU AU TBI IDIAL SffllCTIJIAL PAIIIJ. CIIAIACTBRiffICS (CCMIDl.t.TIOlf or An"llllltlTBS)? 
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14) PUW11 BVALl!Aff llACII PRODUCT ATTRIBUff Ill' TKIMI or ITS DBGlill or IMPORTANCI TO YOU Wll!lf CONSIDERING WIIICB 
PABTICULAI OSI/WAl'IJIIIOAlill BIWID TO PUIICIIASI FOR YOUR l'IJIII' S RITAIL BUILDING SUPPLY OUTLIT( S). ( PLEASI RAT! ltACll 
ATrllIBUff ON A SCALI or l•UTllliMILT IMPORTAIIT TO 5,. NOT AT ALI. IMPOR'?Alff BT CllllCXINll THI APPROPRIAT! BOX. ) 

BJ.'l'lllalLT NOT AT ALL 
PROD!!,! AII!!IB!!l!ll IMPORTANT IMFORTAIIT lMPORTAIIT 

1 2 3 4 5 

PRICE CJ CJ CJ CJ CJ 
STRE!IGTB/STIJ'FIIISS CJ CJ a a a 
DURAIILITY a a a a a 
SllRF ACI UN'IFOliMITT a a a a a 
OIMINSIONAI. STABILITY a CJ Cl Cl Cl 
IMPACT RISISTANCI C Cl Cl Cl a 
PAIIIL WIIGIIT Cl Cl C Cl Cl 
QIW.ITY/Pllll'OlitWICI or IIIWIII AS OPPOSIII TO CCll'ffillla LDIIS Cl C C Cl Cl 

MANUl'IIC'fllillll U!l!IDD!m!ll 6TTRIIUTIIII 

COl'ANT IIIPIITATION ( ie. FA 'rolWLI COIIPORATI lMAGI TIID TO 811ANl0 C C C Cl Cl 
DIPTII or PRODUCT LINS Cl C C Cl Cl 
BRAND lWIB Cl C C Cl 0 
PIDIOTIONAI. SUPPORT Cl C 0 Cl 0 

( ie. ADVIRTISDIINTS-MASTER COPIES STOHi DISPLAYS, SALIS LIT!RATUBI etc. ) 
SALES SUPPORT/FINANCIAL INCE!r?IVIS Cl 0 Cl Cl Cl 

(ie. MONITABT INC!IITIVIS, QUA/ITITY DISCOU!ffll, SA.LIS DISCOUNTS etc.) 
PRODUCT AV AI LAB I LITT Cl CJ Cl Cl Cl 
SIBVICI SUPPORT Cl Cl 0 Cl 0 

15) PLllASI IMDICAff THI LIVIL or MlBIDlllff 01 DISAGIIIBMIJf!' YOU ATTM:B TO TBI ,OU.OWING STATIIMl1ffll BT CIIICl[INQ THI 
APPIIOPIL\ff BOX. 

llSl'%BII 
STR:llllU.T AGIID ST!llNGLT 
DDUGIID DISMlalll !IOI AoGIID AGIIIIB 

DI.SAGliD 
-2 -1 0 l 2 

THI OS8/1fAl'IJIIIOARD PUIICIIASI!IO DICISION BT RITAIT. BUILDING SUPPLY BUTIIIS 0 0 0 0 0 
IS PllMAIII.T A nlllCTION or PRICI WIID COIISIDIID!la WIIICB IIIWID TO BUT. 

PL'NlOO AND OS8/1fUIIIIICAIIII PANI?. PlllDll:'TS A1II 81INO IISIII Ilftlll:IWl3ABLT 0 0 0 0 0 
( SUISTI'1'U'l'IS) BT PlllrlSSIOIW. COlffll.tCTOIS/IUILDIIIS. 

" BIIAIIII N.VC AUIST.S Ill' PIDllTINO m SALi or ' STlla:TUIW. PANSL PllllllJCT. 0 0 0 0 0 
BRAND !CAMINO OS8/1fAl'IJIIIOAID BAS I!ICIIUSIII BUTII PW iiilLNCt FOi ms 0 0 0 0 0 
PAIIIL PIIDDUCT. 

A BRAND 1W1111 OS8/1fAJ'IIIIIIOAIIII PIIIDIJCT Pll)VIDIS YOU, 1BI RITAIJ.IDI, A GDATD 0 0 0 0 0 
DIGJIII or PRICING FLUIBILITY TIWf DOIi SBI.I.DID Alf UNIIWCDID PAIIIL. 

m <:UIMl MADI BT OS8/1fArllllOAIIII !WlllfACnllllllS AIOUT THIII RISPBCflvl 0 0 0 0 0 
BRANDS, &Ill CONSISTl!ff lfI'rll 1BI PlllllUCT'S ACTUAL PIIIJ'OIIWCI. 

TIii PlllflSSIOIW. CClffllACTOI/IUitl)II CAif ctlAlltT DU fiidll,TIAff, ON .l 0 0 0 0 CJ 
PIRl'OIIWCI BASIS, Bl'MIII 1BI VAIIIOOS OSI/WAl'IIIIIOAID IIIWIIIS. 

TIii PlllrlSSIONAI. COJffllACTOI/IUILDII PUll:IIASI DICISIOII Ilffl>LVIIIIJ All 0 0 0 0 0 
OS8/1fArllllOAIII PIIDDOCT IS PIIIMAIILT 4 FUIICTIOII or PIICI. 

OS8/1fAl'IIIIIOAID PAIIIL QQALiff IS 111111 COIISISfflff llllllf 4 IIIWIII !Wa IS 0 0 0 0 0 
ASSOCL\TID lfI'l'III 1BI Pll)IJIJCT. 

MOST "'DO-I'l'-Y!ltlllSIU" ctlS'TCMl1IS RAVI .l S'?ZIII PRl#l!IIDCI FOi PL'!l«lOO 0 0 0 0 0 
OYEI THAT or OSB/WAl'IIIIIOAIIII PRODUCTS. 

m lltMIII or DIJ'illlllff OS8/1fAFIIIIIOAIIII BIAIIDS COIIIUU m "'DO-I'l'-YOOIISII.r 0 0 0 0 0 
CONSIICII AS TO THI PANSL' S COIIRICT STIIUCTIJIW, APPLICATIONS. 

TB! PA8TICULAI OS8/WAl'IJIIIOAID BIWID(S) • 'l'OOll rillt 9W BAS ATTIIACTIII A 0 0 0 0 0 
I.DYAL COIIStMDI BASI. ( ie. lfllllll IT IS DimCULT TO SUBSTmJTI OTIIIII 
CCN'ITITIVI 81A11DS. ) 
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1S) PLIASI DIYml 100 POitnS Blffllll TIii FOLLOWING FOUR OSB/WAFIRBOARII KND USES BASED ON THI RILATIVE IMl'ORTANCI or 
EACH 1!1111 OSI IN TIRMS or THI TOTAL AMOUNT or SALES DOLLARS IT GENEJIATIIS FOR YOUR nRM. 

WALL SIIIATBING 
ROOFDECK SBIATBING 
SUB-FLOORING 
REMODILINII/DO-IT-YOURSILF MAIIDT 
( ie. SBIILVI?«J, CAB IIIETRT) 

TOTAL • 100 POINTS 

17) PLIAIII IMDICATI THI DIGIIII or IJIIORTAIICI TOUR nJII Cllllllllffl.T PLACIS ON BM:ll END USD UQlllff IN TIRMS or THI TOTAL 
MIIUlff or OSI/WAl'IIIIIOAIIII SALIS 901.1111 I.tell USD SIGMIIIT GIIIDATIS. (PLIAIII IIATI UoC11 MAIIIIT SIGMIIIT ON A SCALI or 
l•ll!IIDIILT IJIIORT.vrf 10 5•NOT AT ALL IJIIORTANT IT CIIICUIII TBII lPPIIDPRliff IOI.) 

lftllllm.Y NOT AT ALL 
IM'OlfflllT IJIIORT.urr IJIIORTAll't 

l 2 3 4 5 
MODULAR BUII.DIRS C] C C C] C 
RISmlll'fi/J, C:OlffllACTORS C] C C CJ CJ 
NOIIIIISIDE!ffLU. CONTIIACTORS C] CJ CJ CJ CJ 
DO-IT-YOURSILr /IIIMODltD«a MARDTS C] CJ CJ CJ CJ 
CffllD ( PLEAU SPlctrT) CJ C C CJ CJ 

18) MATCB TRI C:ORIIIC't BRAND MAHI llffll TRI OSI/Wll'IIIIIOAIIII MANDr.ACTOIIIII BT Pt.ACDIG THI LftTEll ASSOCIATID lfITII THI 
MANDr.ACTIIRIR aama TD RISPllt'fIVI BRAND MAHI. ALSO I!IDICATII tr TRI BRAND ON THI Liff IS Alf OIIDIMTID ST!WfDBOARII, 
wll'IIIIIOAIIII oa oRillffllD wAl'IJIIIOAIIII. NOW: u ,1 l&fNII "NII rs· ONCWLI4B e!.£fSl po m Gl1l'SS. 

ASPIIf1'1'I 
Wll'IIIIIOOD 
WlftlH'tllS 
ODOAIIII 
STOIIII I-IIIOOD 
NOIIIIOAIIII 
ILAIIDU 
Sf1ut1bili00ii 
PANOl'OII 
~ 
ILIII IIIBIOII OSI 

A. PIILICAlf SPIIUCI MILLS 
I. FORD I.DDT INC. 
C. WIITIIIIIAl!JSD 
D. GIIOIIIIU-PACinc 
II. LOUISL\114-PACIFIC 
r. NDIITIIIICOD MIU.S L?D. 
a. POTLATCB 
R. NDIIIICK PllllmN. DIC. 
I. CJllll't LADS l'ORIIST PRDDIR:TS 
J. ILANIIIII NCOII Pll>DIJCTS 
I. TIN'tl llSTIII 

20) WAT ARI TD PIIDWIT ARIAi or CONltlllll DISSATISFACTION !OU RAYS BMXJUii'tUID SIJJ.DIG OSI/Wll'DIIOAIID PIIJDIR:TS? 

21) l'tlAU IICDICATII 'ftJUil mll' S mr.u. S&r.111 Ill 191111. 

C LISS '!!WI ,1 MIU.ION 
C *1 MIU.ION 10 12.4 MIU.ION 
C 12.5 MIU.ION 10 M. 9 MILLION 
C] SIS MIU.ION TO *9. 9 MIU.ION 
C *10 MILLION TO S19.9 MIU.ION 
CJ S2D MIJ.LIOII TO S49. 9 MIWON 
CJ MOIi TUii SIIO MIWON . 
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